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Abstract 

The sensitivity of broadband optica! absorption experiments is in general 
the limiting factor in many applications. Sensitive optica! absorption ex
periments exist, but can only he performed in a limited speetral region or 
require complex and expensive laser systems. An elegant and very sensi
tive optica! absorption technique is cavity ring down spectroscopy. In this 
method light is locked between two highly reflecting mirrors, increasing the 
path length of the light through a sample, which is placed between the two 
mirrors. The feasibility of various broadband variauts based on this principle 
has been investigated. 

The light souree in conventional cavity ring down absorption measure
ments is a laser. In the experiments described in this report a variant of the 
cascadedareis introducedas a very simple light source, especially compared 
to the bulky broadband laser systems. In the cascaded are, light is created 
by an argon or xenon plasma. 

The cascaded are is stable over a period of 45 minutes to within 3 x w-4 

( rms value). The emission profiles of the conventional and modified cascaded 
are are measured and simulated in the visible and red wavelength range. 
The plasma simulation makes use of the accurate approximate modelZing 
approach. The simulation and measurements are in good agreement. 

In the broadband cavity ring down experiments, a Fourier transform 
spectrometer is used to investigate the speetral composition of the light 
beam, which is directed through the sample. The working principle of the 
Fourier transform spectrometer is based on constructive and destructive 
interference of the light of two light beams, that are created from the light 
beam under investigation, when they are mixed together again. One of 
the two light beams travels over a controlled, varying path length before 
the interference takes place. The resolution limit of the Fourier transform 
spectrometer, in combination with the modified cascaded are is 0.16 cm- 1 

around 764 nm, without the necessity of limiting the etendue of the light 
beam, by applying diaphragms. 

The feasibility of three braadband cavity ring down variauts are investi
gated. The purpose in all the cases is the increase of the total absorption 
by the sample, which is expressed in the Q-factor. The detection limits per 
scan DL1 and the Q-factor are given below for the three methods: 
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1. Fourier transfarm cavity enhanced absorption (FTCEA), the light beam 
is sent onto the optical cavity and the transmitted light is analyzed. 
A background measurement is necessary to quantify the absorption by 
the sample. At a wavelength of 870 nm, the detection limit DL1 is 
determined to be 6.5 x w-3 and the Q-factor is 247. 

2. Fourier transfarm phase shift cavity ring down (FTPSCRD) , the in
tensity of the light beam is modulated and the phase shift on the 
modulation introduced by the optical cavity is analyzed. The phase 
shift is determined by measuring the in- and out- phase components 
of the modulated intensity, resulting in an absolute measurement : no 
background measurement is necessary to determine the absorption by 
the sample. At a wavelength of 763 nm, the detection limit D L1 is 
determined to 2.4 x w-4 and the Q-factor is 580. 

3. Fourier transfarm phase shift cavity enhanced absorption (FTPSCEA), 
the intensity of the light beam is modulated as well and the phase 
shift on the modulation over the cavity is analyzed directly, similar 
to FTCEA. At a wavelength of 870 nm, the detection limit DL1 is 
determined to 3.4 x w-3 and the Q-factor is 189. 
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Technology assessment 

Sensitive braadband optical absorption techniques can form a valuable souree 
of information about all kinds of processes. The non-invasive character of 
optical absorption techniques enables applications in potentially dangerous 
environments. For example when there is a substantial risk of explosion, 
or the sample under investigation is highly toxic. Also when the sample is 
extremely fragile, or its characteristics change upon touching, this technique 
is very well suited. 

In many cases, the sensitivity of optical absorption experiments is not 
sufficient. Sensitive, absolute optical absorption measurements are needed 
for trace gas detection like alcohol or drugs in breath or monitoring emission 
of harmful species for humans or the environment. Quality control in various 
processes is another potential application of a sensitive optical absorption 
technique, in-situ as well as ex-situ. 

An elegant technique to increase the sensitivity of optical absorption ex
periments is cavity ring down. In this detection scheme light is sent through 
the sample many times, by locking the light between two highly reflecting 
mirrors. Experiments with a very high sensitivity over a small wavelength 
range have been implemented by using this method. When the wavelength 
range of interest is large, for example when many elements have to be de
tected at the same time, the experimental setup has to be equipped with 
a bulky laser system to perfarm the measurements by means of cavity ring 
down spectroscopy. The experimental procedure for braadband absorption 
measurements with such a laser system is quite complicated. 

In this report the cascaded are is introduced as a light souree in braad
band cavity ring down experiments. The cascaded are is a conceptually 
simple light souree and significantly cheaper than the bulky laser systems. 
If this technique turns out to be feasible, it can be applied at many places in 
industry. In principle it allows simultaneous detection of several molecules. 
This can be a very helpful feature in the analysis of various mechanisms, 
like etching or depositing. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

1.1 Absorption spectroscopy 

The beginning of optical spectroscopy can be attributed to Joannes Marcus 
Marci vonKronland (1595-1667). He explained the origin of the rainbow as 
a result of scattering and diffraction of light in water droplets. He wrote it 
in his book 'Thaumantias. Liber de arcu coelesti dequecolorum apparentium 
natura ortu et eausis ', which was publisbed in 1648. This was even before 
Sir Isaac Newton discovered that sunlight is split into various colors when it 
is passed through a prism. He wrote about this subject to the Royal Society 
in 1672. 

In the centuries between the discovery of optical spectroscopy and the 
present, a lot of spectroscopie devices have been developed for various pur
poses. To name just a few applications: determination of the concentration 
of potentially dangerous gases, analyzing the light from the sun and the 
stars, non-intrusive measurements on plasma's, etc. 

1.1.1 Single-pass 

The fact that atoms and molecules can absorb light of specific wavelengtbs 
can be used to determine the composition of a sample. The sample can 
be a certain amount of gas, which is the most common state of matter in 
absorption spectroscopy, but can as well be a plasma, fiuid or thin solid. A 
typical absorption experimental setup consists of a light source, a sample, 
a device tospeetrally resolve the light (for example a monochromator) and 
a detector. By comparing the detected signal with and without a sample 
present in the light beam, the absorption by the sample can be determined. 
The wavelengtbs at which absorption takes place can be compared with lit
erature to determine which elements are present in the sample. The fraction 
of the light which is absorbed at a certain wavelength can be linked to the 
amount of a certain element present in the sample. 
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1.1.2 Multi-pass 

When absorption spectroscopy is used, the absorbed light has to be mea
sured against a strong background signal. That complicates the measure
ment and decreases the sensitivity as a result of noise on the background 
signal. To detect small absorptions ( due to a low concentration of the el
ements of interest, or a weak absorption per element), this is the limiting 
factor for the detection limit of the experiment. To overcome this problem, 
the path length of the light beam through the sample can be enlarged. This 
results in a higher total absorption and a lower detection limit. The path 
length enlargement can be implemented directly, for example by sending a 
laser beam over a long distance through the air to measure air pollution. 
In the laboratory this is not always possible, so new detection schemes are 
necessary. 

A clever way of enlarging the path length through a sample is directing 
the light beam many times through the sample. This idea is implemented 
in so-called cavity ring down spectroscopy experiments, where two highly 
reflecting mirrors are placed around the sample, forming an optical cavity. 
A small fraction of the light pulse that is directed onto the fust mirror is 
transmitted. That fraction of the light is reflected back and forth between 
the two mirrors, traversing the sample many times. In this way an effective 
path length of several kilometers can be achieved. By detecting the light 
that leaks out of the cavity, the absolute absorption by the sample can be 
determined very accurately. 

The cavity ring down principle was described for the first time in 1980 [1], 
where it was used to measure the reflectance of mirror coatings. In this case 
an intensity modulated continuous wave light souree was used and the losses 
in the cavity ( transmission of the mirrors) were measured by detecting the 
phase shift introducedon the modulation by the optical cavity. In 1988 the 
detection scheme as described in the previous paragraph, using a pulsed laser 
light source, was introduced [2]. This variant is still being used and further 
developed by many groups. For example in 1996, when a Fourier Thansfarm 
spectrometer was combined with a pulsed cavity ring down experiment [3]. 
The first time the phase shift principle was extended and implemented to 
determine an absorption spectrum of a gas-phasesample was in 1996 [4]. An 
even simpler detection scheme is introduced in 1998, in the form of cavity 
enhanced absorption [5]. In that case, the light output of a continuous wave 
laser is sent directly onto the optical cavity and the signalleaving the cavity 
is detected. 

In most cases, cavity ring down absorption experiments are applied to 
samples in the gas phase, but the potential applications are not limited to 
the gas phase. Measurements on thin films [6] and on surfaces [7] have 
also been reported. The list of possible applications is far from complete. 
Developments allowing new applications are pursued by many groups, but 
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the mentioned applications give a good impression of the possibilities so far . 
It is important to note that in all of the cases mentioned above, lasers 

are used as the light source. This means that either only a short wave
length range can be investigated, for example with diode lasers, or bulky 
and expensive, tunable laser systems are necessary to investigate a larger 
wavelength range. 

In this report an incoherent, braadband light souree is implemented in 
a cavity ring down experiment. The first cavity ring down experiments de
scribed in literature using an incoherent light souree are very recent: the 
method Fourier transfarm phase shift cavity ring down has been introduced 
in 2002 [8]. Early this year (2003) the methad incoherent braadband cavity 
enhanced absorption was introduced [9] and applied in [10]. The advantage 
of the possibility of using such a light souree is the, in principle, large wave
length range over which absorption experiments can be performed and the 
reduced costs of the light souree in the experimental setup. The introdue
tion of an incoherent braadband continuous wave light souree in a cavity 
ring down experiment introduces the challenge of producing enough light 
to be able to detect light transmitted by the optical cavity. In experiments 
with lasers the light intensity is not such a critical issue, because the laser 
light intensity per wavelength unit is very high. 

1.2 Goals 

The feasibility of several braadband cavity ring down variants will be in
vestigated in this report . The first goal is to design a light souree that can 
produce a light beam which is intense enough over a large wavelength range. 
A modification of a conventional cascaded are is presented and characterized, 
to quantify the improvements. To fine tune the geometry of the cascaded 
are, a start is made with the construction of a design tool, which is based on 
the simulation method: accurate approximate modelling. The second goal is 
to investigate the possibilities of using the Fourier transfarm spectrometer 
in combination with the modified cascaded are. This kind of spectrometer 
is chosen because of the higher throughput than spectrometers that workon 
the basis of dispersion. Questions of interest are: the detection limit of ab
sorption experiments performed with these two elements and the resolution 
limit that can he achieved. The final goal is to investigate the feasibility of 
braadband cavity ring down experiments using the modified cascaded are, 
the Fourier transfarm spectrometer and an optical cavity. The detection 
schemes that will he investigated are: 

1. Fourier transfarm cavity enhanced absorption. The light beam is di
rected onto the optical cavity, and the light transmitted through the 
cavity is speetrally resolved by a Fourier transfarm spectrometer. 
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2. Fourier transfarm phase shift cavity ring down spectroscopy. The in
tensity of the light beam is modulated and the phase shift on the 
modulation introduced by the optical cavity is analyzed indirectly. 
This metbod gives absolute information about the absorption in one 
measurement. 

3. Fourier transfarm phase shift cavity enhanced absorption. The inten
sity of the light beam is modulated and the phase shift on the modu
lation introduced by the optical cavity is analyzed directly. Analogue 
to cavity enhanced absorption, a background and sample measurement 
are necessary to determine the absorption in the cavity. 

1.3 Outline of this report 

After a general introduetion in absorption spectroscopy, which is given in 
chapter 2, the light souree used in the broadband cavity ring down variants 
described in this report, is investigated extensively. In chapter 3, a new 
design of the cascaded are is proposed, implemented and compared with the 
conventional cascaded are. 

To speetrally resolve the absorptions by a sample, a Fourier transform 
spectrometer is used. This device is a commercially available spectrometer 
in itself. To investigate the detection limits of this device in combination 
with the cascaded are, several experiments are performed, which are de
scribed in chapter 4. In chapter 5, the concepts of various cavity ring down 
detection schemes are introduced. The theory and experimental results of 
some broadband variants are presented. Finally, the main conclusions are 
given in chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 

Absorption spectroscopy 

In this chapter the quantities and terms used for characterizing the light 
absorption by a sample are briefly introduced. The different types of ab
sorption and the impact of pressure and temperature on the absorption are 
explained. This information is essential to describe the proposed detection 
schemes later in this report . 

2.1 Law of Beer-Lambert 

The attenuation of a light beam passing through a sample is expressed in 
the law of Beer-Lambert: 

di(v,x) =- ()I( ) dx a v v, x , (2.1) 

where I(v, x) represents the intensity of the light beam at position x in the 
sample and at frequency v. The frequency will be denoted in wavenumbers: 
v = 1/ À, with the wavelengthof the light À expressed in cm. The absorption 
coeffi.cient a(v) is due to absorption of light by the sample, and is defined as 
the product of the density N{x) of the species under consideration at position 
x in the sample and the cross-section a(v) of the transition at frequency v. 
The cross-section expresses the strength of the absorption. This leads to the 
expression for the intensity of the light Itr that is transmitted through the 
sample over a distance L: 

Itr = I in exp( -aL) (2.2) 

I;.cxp ( - / N(x}a(v}dx). (2.3) 

In this equation Iin is defined as the intensity of the light entering the sample. 
The law of Beer-Lambert is a general description of light absorption by 

a sample. Two kinds of absorption features can be discriminated: 
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1. line absorption, caused by atomie or molecular transitions 

2. braadband absorption, caused by overlapping atomie or molecular 
transitions or by the presence of many atoms close to each other (like 
in asolid sample), resulting in absorption bands; it can also be due to 
bound-free processes like photodetachment of negative ions or excita
tion of atoms or molecules to a pre-dissociative state. 

These two kinds of absorption features will be described below m more 
detail. 

2.2 Line emission and absorption 

Line absorption is caused by the absorption of photons by atoms or molecules 
( usually in the gas-phase), resulting in an atomie or molecular trans i ti on 1. 

Line emission is caused by the inverse process. The intensity of a speetral 
line in emission (I";:;::) corresponding to the transition of a molecule from 
higher state n to the lower state m can be expressed as: 

(2.4) 

where Nn is the partiele density of the molecules in staten, Enm the energy 
difference between states n and m and A the Einstein transition probability 
[11] of spontaneous emission. 

The intensity I;:b; which is absorbed due to a transition from lower state 
m to higher state n can be expressed as: 

(2.5) 

where p is the energy density of the electromagnetic field, Nm the density 
of particles in state m, Bmn the Einstein transition probability of coeffi
cient of absorption, v the frequency corresponding to the transition under 
consideration and l corresponds to the lengthof the sample [11]. 

The strength of an absorption is given by the Einstein transition prob
ability of absorption (B-constant) and is expressed in the cross-section er. 
From quanturn mechanics various selection rules can be determined for the 
dipole transitions of a molecule. The transitions that obey these selection 
rules are called: 'allowed transitions' . The B-constant corresponding to such 
a transition is in general at least 5 orders of magnitude larger than the B
constant of a 'forbidden transition' . A forbidden transition is a transition 
that does not obey the selection rules from quanturn mechanics for dipole 
transitions, but for magnetic dipole or quadrupale transitions. 

1from now on only molecules are mentioned, but the theory is also valid for atoms 
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2.2.1 Line broadening 

The description of the line emission or absorption process as is given above 
can be extended to real life by including several line broadening effects. 
These effects always take place and depend on the pressure and temperature 
of the (gas-phase) sample: 

1. Naturalline broadening. This is caused by the Heisenberg uncertainty 
relation of energy and time: the energy uncertainty is inversely pro
portional to the lifetime of the molecular state. So the shorter the 
lifetime, the broader the line profile. This process causes a Lorentzian 
line profile: 

gL(v,p, T) = (-rl ) ( (I r) . 
7r L 1 + v-vo 

rL 

(2.6) 

Here 9L(v, p, T) is the normalized line function, which is a function 
of the pressure p, the temper at ure T and the frequency v. vo Is the 
frequency of the center of the emission or absorption peak and r L the 
half width at half maximum (HWHM) of the peak. 

2. Collision broadening. Molecular collisions are another cause of line 
broadening due to lifetime shortening of the molecules. The higher 
the pressure of the gas, the broader the line. The conesponding line 
shape is Lorentzian as well. 

3. Stark broadening. The interaction of a molecule with the electric field 
caused by the free electrons in the sample can be thought of as many 
weak collisions with the electrons. This results in a lifetime short
ening (like collision broadening) of the molecular state under consid
eration. The electric field also causes a shift of the energy levels of 
the molecules, resulting in a shift of the transition frequency, which is 
called the Stark-shift. 

4. Doppler-broadening. When the molecules are moving at a considerable 
velocity (thermal motion), a doppier shift can be observed. This effect 
causes a gaussian line profile: 

(2.7) 

where ga is the normalized line function and faits HWHM. 

As follows from the points mentioned above, the measured line profile 
is a combination of a Lorentzian and a Gaussian shaped function. Natural 
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line broadening, callision broadening and Stark broadening tagether result 
in a Lorentz-broadening, expressed in r L · The Doppler broadening causes 
the Gaussian broadening, expressed in re. If re » rL, the measured 
line profile is equal to equation 2.7, and its HWHM can be related to the 
temperature of the gas T as in: 

re= vo 
2ln2ksT 

Mc2 (2.8) 

Here cis the speed of light, ks the Boltzmann constant and M the molecular 
mass of the molecule. In the other case, with re « rL, the measured line 
profile is equal to equation 2.6 and its HWHM can be related to the pressure 
and temperature as in: 

(
Tref)n r L(p, T) = r -yp, (2.9) 

where nis the temperature exponent and -y the broadening coefficient, which 
can be obtained from databases like the Hitran molecular database [12]. The 
reference temperature is set to Tref= 296 K. When re~ rn, the resulting 
line profile is called a Voigt profile. This can be described by: 

1 (h;2 /+oo exp (- ln 2 c;~~Qy) I 

gv(v,p,T) = rLre V -:;;:J 1 + (vrv')2 dv. 
-oo L 

(2.10) 

An extra line broadening effect is caused by the experimental setup. Be
cause the resolving power of a detector is not perfect, the measured data are 
the result of a convolution of the real spectrum and the apparatus profile. 
The conesponding shape of the instrumental function can in first order be 
taken as Gaussian. The HWHM associated with the instrumental function 
is expressed as: rinstr· If rinstr ;::: rv' the measurement gives an underesti
mation of the absorption strength of the investigated absorption line. If the 
shape of the instrumental function is gaussian, or at least symmetrical, the 
amplitude of the absorption decreases withafactor of ~rr . 

tn s tr 

2.3 Broadband absorption 

Braadband absorption features result from overlapping molecular transitions 
or from the presence of many atoms close toeach other. The speetral features 
of line absorption in gases are generally very narrow. But when many line 
absorptions take place within a small frequency range, as for example the 
lines due to rotational transitionsof various molecules, a braadband speetral 
feature might be observed. More specifically: the many lines tagether with 
the instrumental broadening result in an apparent braadband feature. In 
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solid samples, the speetral features are generally much wider than in gases, 
because many atoms are situated closetoeach other, resulting in absorption 
bands. 
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Chapter 3 

Cascaded are 

Broadband cavity ring down experiments demand a continuous, stabie and 
bright light source, which emits continuurn light. A cascaded are is very 
well suited, because it produces high intensity continuurn light from the 
ultraviolet to the far infrared and the light intensity can be made stabie to 
within 10-3. In this chapter, the principle of light production is discussed 
and a new design of the cascaded are has been implemented and compared 
to the conventional cascaded are. 

A schematic drawing of the cascaded are is given in figure 3.1. The main 
part of the cascaded are consists of 7 copper plates, which are electrically 
insulated from each other. The are channel is filled with argon or xenon. 
A current is sent through the are channel from the anode to the cathode, 
creating a plasma, which produces light. When xenon is used instead of 
argon, more light is produced. By using a noble gas, no unwanted species 
are formed, which might degrade the light production. A very low gas flow 
is maintained through the are channel, to dispose of contamination. The 
gas flow is stabilized by directing the gas exhaust via a capillary to the open 
air. By including a bypass (shunt in figure 3.1) from catbode to anode the 
pressure in the are channel is equalized. 

In the experiments described in this report the cascaded are is used as 
a very bright light souree (production of photons). But other applications 
are the production of particles (ions or radicals), resulting in for example: 

1. the deposition of amorphous silicon layers, which are for example used 
in the production of solar cells and thin film transistors, 

2. the deposition of diamond-like carbon layers on various materials, to 
serve as a very hard coating, 

3. the production of reactive species, in order to facilitate certain molec
ular reactions, which would otherwise only occur at much higher tem
peratures. 
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shunt 

catbode tip ····: 

:·· ·window cascade plate 

L .......................................... are channel 

t..... anode plate 

Figure 3.1: Schematic drawing of the cascaded are. 

3.1 Cascaded are details 

The cascade plates are made of copper and are cooled with water. The 
thickness of the plates is 5 mm. The plates are separated by PVC spacers 
( thickness = 1 mm) to keep them electrically insulated. A hole is made in 
the center of the spacers, to allow space for boron nitride plates. They are 
placed around the are channel to proteet the vacuum seals (placed between 
the boron nitride plates and the PVC spacers) from radiation. A total 
number of 7 plates is used, so the are channel has a length of 42 mm and a 
diameter of 2 mm. The gas leaving the are channel is sent via a capillary to 
the air to stabilize the flow through the are. The capillary has a length of 10 
mand a diameter of 0.3 mm. The gas flow through the are channel is very 
low: in the order of 10-9 SLM. The housing for the gas outlet is closed with 
a window, to allow the light to leave the are. When the are is operated, 
a plasma is maintained in the are channel, and stabilized by the cascade 
plates. The power supply used to drive the cascaded are can deliver a power 
of 2.2 kW. During operation, the voltage difference between the cathode tip 
and the anodeplateis 95 V, when the current sent through the are channel 
is 23 A. The ionization degree is 1-15 %, the electron temperature is around 
1 eV (11600 K) and the electron density is in the order of 1023 m-3. 

3.2 Light production principle 

In the plasma that is created in the are channel of the cascaded are, the free 
electrons interact with the atoms and ions present in the plasma. The light 
emission of the are consists of 3 contributions: 

1. Free-bound emission: é fb (Wm-3m-1sr-1 ), caused by recombining 
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electrans with ions 

2. Free-free emission Ejj (Wm-3m-1sr-1 ), caused by electron-ion inter

actions and Ejj (wm-3m-1sr-1), caused by electron-neutral interac
tions. 

3. Line emission. 

The line emission will be left out of consideration because the total line 
intensity corresponds to only a small fraction of the total emitted light. The 
electron-neutral interactions ( t:jj) are also left out of consideration, because 
they attribute only a few percent to the total light production (see [13]). 
The free-bound and free-free emission form the braadband emission, which 
is of interest for the experiments. The mechanisms of interest can be written 
as: 

ei cl n~ ( he ) c (' T. ) 
Eff= À2..)T;exp -ÀkTe <,ff " ' e, (3.1) 

and 

(3.2) 

In these equations À is the wavelength, ne the electron density, Te the elec
tron temperature, h the Planck constant, c the speed of light, k the Eoltz
mann constant, C1 the continuurn constant (1.63 x 10-43 Wm4K0·5sr-1 ), 

91 ,1 the multiplicity of the first excited energy level of the first ionized state 
of the Ar or Xe atoms, U1 the partition function of the ground state of the 
atom ( can be set to 1 for Ar and Xe in the experiments described in this 
report, see [14]), Çff the Eiberman factor for free-free emissivity and Çfb the 
Eiberman factor for free-bound emissivity. The free-free Eiberman factor 
can betaken to be 1.23 [13]. The free-bound Eiberman factor depends on 
the wavelengthand temperature and is shown in figure 3.2 for various tem
peratures. In this figure the points are obtained from measurements and the 
lines are drawn on the basis of a model by Hofsaess [13]. 

The continuurn emission formed by E fb and Ejj at an electron density 
of 1.4 x 1023 m-3 is plotted in figure 3.3 for various temperatures. Also the 
Planck-curve at a temperature of 11000 K is shown. 

It is evident that the emission ~ n~, especially in the infrared and visible 
part of the spectrum. Ey increasing the electron density, the light emission 
is increased significantly. This can be achieved in the cascaded are by in
creasing the current through the are channel. 

In the vacuum ultraviolet part of the spectrum, the light emission is, 
apart from the electron density, strongly dependent on the electron temper
ature. Ey increasing the electron temperature, the light emission is improved 
significantly. The electron temperature in the cascaded are is also increased 
by increasing the current through the are channel. The maximum temper
ature is limited by the cooling power of the water-cooled copper cascade 
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Figure 3.2: Free-bound Eiberman factors for T=12000 K (ö and - ), 
T=13500 K (o and-- -), T=14500 K ('V and- · -); the lines originate from a 
model composed by Hofsaess [13]. 

plates. Another option is to introduce impurities in the are channel, for 
example nitrogen. 

It was stated above that the cascaded are is a very bright light source. 
In figure 3.4, the calculated continuurn emission of a cascaded are at an 
electron temperature of 14500 K for 2 different pressures is compared with a 
Xenon short are and a Globar. The power consumed by the xenon short are 
is 1000 W. The temperature of the Globar is 1600 K. The Globar is widely 
used in absorption spectroscopy for experiments in the infrared. The figure 
shows that the light emission from the cascaded are is higher than other 
commercially available light sourees over a very large wavelength range. It 
can be used for experiments in the UV to the far infrared. 

3.3 Are stability 

The stability of the light emission from the cascaded are is an important 
parameter fortheuse in various (absorption) experiments. To monitor the 
stability of the light emission, the produced light intensity is measured as a 
function of time. 

The are is operated on Xe at a pressure of 3.4 bar. A current of I= 19 A 
is sent through the are channel. The intensity has been measured by placing 
a photodiode (Si-diode, sensitive in the range: >. = 400 - 1100 nm) in the 
light beam and sending the signal to an EG&G lock-in amplifier, which has 
an ADC with an adjustable integration time (in this case 50 ms). 

In figure 3.5, the intensity of the produced light beam is plotted as a 
function of time. In figure 3.5(a), the result is given for the light emission 
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Figure 3.4: The calculated intensity of the continuurn ernission of the cascaded 
are is cornpared with a Globar and a Xenon are. The ternperature of the 
cascadedareis 14500 K. The Planck-curve is shown fora ternperature of 14500 
K. The power consurned by the xenon are is 1000 W and the Globar is operated 
at a ternperature of 1600 K. 
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time(s) 

(a) With a new cathode tip. 

Cascaded are 

time(s) 

(b) After several days of opera
tion. 

Figure 3.5: Are emission as a function of time, every measuring point is av
eraged over 50 ms. 

of the cascaded are, with a new cathode tip. The are was running for 
30 minutes before the measurement started. Figure 3.5(b) contains the 
result after approximately 20 hours of operation over 4 days. Before the 
measurement started, the are was running for several hours. 

The instability of the light output of the cascaded are can be expressed 
by the instability parameter S, which is defined by: 

S = Irms 
Iav ' 

(3.3) 

where Irms is the root-mean-square value of the noise on the detected inten
sity and Iav the average intensity. The instability in the case offigure 3.5(a): 
S = 2 x 10-4 . The worst case value for the instability from figure 3.5(b) is 
11 x w-4 ) the best value is obtained from the time interval: 240-270 s and 
is: 2 x 10-4 . The average value of the intensity is constant over the entire 
measuring time of 7.5 minutes. 

3.3.1 Discussion 

The intensity of the emitted light is increasing in figure 3.5(a) during the 
first 20 minutesof the measurement. Because the cascaded are was burning 
for 30 minutes before the measurement started, this means that it is better 
to wait three quarters to one hour after the startup of the are, before an 
absorption measurement is started, or one has to correct for the overall 
intensity of the emitted light during an absorption measurement. 

The are instability is increasing over several days of operation ( approxi
mately 20 burning hours) from a value of S = 2 x 10-4 to 11 x 10-4 . The 
overalllight intensity however is constant after 45 minutes from startup. 

The degradation of the stability of the light output is caused by the 
degradation of the cathode tip. When the cathode tip is very sharp, the 
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discharge is burning only at the point of the tip. When the tip is getting 
less sharp during the operation of the are, the place at the catbode tip 
where the discharge is burning changes in time, resulting in a Bickering light 
output. The stabie period in figure 3.5(b) (240- 270 s) is due tothefact that 
the discharge is temporarily burning at a well-defined spot on the catbode 
tip. 

3.4 Emission concepts 

To characterize the intensity distri bution and the optical quality of the emit
ted light, several concepts are used. The concepts radiance, Lagrange in
variant and Etendue are introduced below. 

3.4.1 Radiance 

To characterize not only the total light intensity emitted by the cascaded 
are, but also the distribution of the light intensity over the cross section of 
the produced light beam, the radiance Lis used. 

The power <I> which is reaching the detector in the situation as sketched 
in figure 3.6 can be written as: 

(3.4) 

In this equation, A1 denotes the area of the are channel center, A2 the area 
of the detector and r12 the distance between the point of emission and the 
point of detection. () denotes the angle between the optical axis and the line 
connecting the are channel center and the detector. À1 and À2 define the 
wavelength range of interest. Assume that A2 is small enough that L can be 
considered constant over the detector area, then the radiance can be written 
as: 

<I>( a2 + d2)2 

L ~ a2A1A2(À2- À1)' 
(3.5) 

with a and das defined in figure 3.6. In the are characterization experiments, 
the are is represented as a light emitting surface with an area equal to the are 
channel cross section at the center of the are (A1). The radiance obtained 
in this way is an effective radiance. 

3.4.2 Lagrange invariant 

A property of an optical system, consisting only of mirrors and lenses, is the 
Lagrange invariant. It expresses a definite relation between a subject and 
its image created by an optical system. In figure 3.7, the two-dimensional 
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Figure 3.6: The are channel and cascade plates are sketched to introduce the 
radiance concept. A1 is the area of the cross section of the are channel at the 
center of the channel, A2 the area of the detector and (} the angle between the 
optical axis and the line connecting the are channel center and the detector . 

case is considered: an arrow is imaged by an optical element. The refractive 
index of the two (potentially different) materials is denoted as n and n' ( the 
grey area). The angles I and I' represent respectively the angle of incidence 
and refraction. The point denoted with h is a point on the optical system, 
a distance h from the optical axis. The distauces s and s' and the angles 
u and u' are defined in figure 3.7. y And y' are the lengths of the original 
and imaged arrows respectively. If only paraxial rays are considered and the 
point h is taken as a fixed point, it can be shown that: 

nyu = n'y'u'. (3.6) 

The factor nyu is called the Lagrange invariant, and is constant throughout 
the optical system, when there are no losses, due to for instanee scattering. 

3.4.3 Etendue 

The etendue T of an optical instrument gives information about its light 
gathering power. In literature also the term throughput is used for this 
property. It expresses the 3-dimensional form of the Lagrange invariant: 

(3.7) 

In this equation A represents the cross sectional area of the light beam, 
n the refractive index and n is the solid angle, over which the light can 
be accepted by the optical instrument. The concept etendue is also used 
to characterize the output beam of a light source. Then A represents the 
cross-sectional area of the light souree and n the conesponding solid angle 
over which the light souree emits its light. The optical element present in 
the experimental setup with the smallest etendue directly determines the 
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Figure 3. 7: The Lagrange invariant clarified; the sign convention for the vari
ous variables is given explicitly. An image of a 2-dimensional arrow is made by 
an optical system. The lengthof the arrowis y, the angles u, u', I, I' represent 
the angles of the light rays constructed to determine the image of the arrow. 
y ' Is the length of the imaged arrow. The point h is a point on the optical 
system, a distance h from the optical axis and s and s' represent the distance 
between the object and the optical system and the distance between the image 
and the optical system respectively [15]. 

light gathering power of the complete setup. If the etendue of the light 
beam originating from the light souree is larger than the etendue of the 
element of the experimental setup with the smallest etendue, a fraction of 
the light is lost. So in designing a light souree for use together with an optical 
instrument like a Fourier transfarm spectrometer, the etendue of the light 
souree should be matched to the etendue of that instrument for maximum 
efficiency. 

In practice the etendue of an optical system is always smaller than the 
etendue of the used light beam, when an incoherent light souree is used. So 
the efficiency of the light souree in combination with an optical system can 
be improved by having the same light output in a smaller etendue. 

In figure 3.8, the etendue of the light beam is shown at various places 
in the experimental setup, consisting of a light source, a Fourier Transfarm 
Spectrometer and a detector. The relevant solid angles (0) and areas (A) 
of the light beam are indicated. When the light beam has been produced, 
the etendue stays constant: A101 = A202. The maximum etendue cap
tured by the total optical system is determined by the Fourier Transfarm 
Spectrometer (A303) or the detector (A404). 

3.5 Imaging 

The use of the Fourier Transfarm spectrometer in the experiments demands 
a parallel input beam. This is achieved by placing a parabolic mirror in 
front of the cascaded are. A parabolic mirror produces a perfect parallel 
beam from a point souree placed in the focal point of the mirror. This 
situation is sketched in figure 3.9. In the case of the cascaded are, the light 
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Figure 3.8: The etendue ofthe light beam at various places in an experimental 
setup. The lenses are indicated with the verticallines and the places where the 
light beam is analyzed are grayed. From left to right the following elements 
are shown: the light souree with cross-sectional area A1 and solid angle D1 , 

a lens to produce a parallel light beam, another lens to focus the light beam 
before entering the Fourier transfarm spectrometer. The detector is shown on 
the right. The etendue is proportional to: AnDn for n = 1, 2, 3, 4. 

Figure 3.9: A parallel beam is created from the light output of a point souree 
placed in the focal point of the parabalie mirror. 

is produced everywhere in the are channel, so a deviation from a perfect 
parallel beam is expected. To express the divergence or convergence of a 
light beam in a certain part of the optical setup, the F-number is used. For 
example, when an off-axis parabalie mirror or a lens is used to couple the 
light into a spectroscopie instrument, the F-number is defined by the focal 
length divided by the diameter of the mirror or lens. 
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Figure 3.10: A sketch of the are channel of the conventional are and the 
pinched are. The diameter of the are channel (mm) is given at various positions 
in the are channel. 

3.6 lnaproved geonaetry 

3.6.1 Introduetion of the pinehed are ehannel 

As described in the previous section, the ideal case of the shape of the light 
souree for the experiments is a point source. To change the light emission 
characteristics of the cascaded are towards a point source, a new design of 
the are channel has been made, leading to the so-called pinched cascaded 
are. The geometry of the are channel is sketched in figure 3.10 for the 
conventional and pinched cascaded are. The diameter of the are channel at 
the center of the are is reduced from 2 mm to 1.0 mm. The are diameter is 
gradually increased towards the end of the are to 2.4 mm. The larger plate 
at the right side of the are is the anode plate. 

The pinched are channel introduces two advantages: 

1. By reducing the are diameter at the center of the are, the etendue of 
the produced light beam is reduced. 

2. The current density at the center of the are is higher than in the 
conventional are, resulting in a higher electron density. From equations 
3.2 and 3.1 can be concluded that the light emission is proportional 
to the square of the electron density, therefore a larger fraction of the 
total emitted light is now produced in a smaller volume: in the center 
of the are. The result is that the light intensity which is imaged via 
the parabolic mirror into a parallel beam is higher than in the case of 
the conventional are. 
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Table 3.1: Various parameters of the conventional and pinched are. The cal
culated and measured etendue and angle of divergence of the light beam as 
produced with the conventional and pinched are are compared for various sit
uations. The subscript m corresponds to a measured value and the subscript 
c corresponds to a calculated value. See the text for details 

Tc (m:lsr) 

Û!l/2,cl (
0

) 

Tm (m:lsr) 

Û!l/2 c2 (
0
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Figure 3.11: The definition of the half-angle of divergence of the light beam 

Û!l / 2· 

3.6.2 Etendue improverneut 

When the etendue of the cascaded are is lowered, the light output charac
teristics resembie a point souree to a higher degree. The impravement of 
the etendue is discussed below. 

The assumption is made that the complete light production takes place 
at a slice through the center of the are channel. In table 3.1, the calculated 
etendue Tc for the conventional and pinched are are given. The calculated 
value is based on the solid angle as obtained from the are channel geometry 
and equation 3.7. In the experiments described in this report, the light beam 
is sent through air, which has a refractive index of l.O. 

By means of a parabalie mirror, a parallel beam with a diameter of 2.54 
cm is created. The deviation from a perfect parallel beam is expressed as 
the half-angle a 1; 2 , as is defined in figure 3.11. The half-augles a 1; 2,cl for 
the conventional and pinched are are calculated, based on the calculated 
etendue Tc and given in table 3.1. 

From the parallel light beam, a focus is created by means of another 
parabalie mirror. The area of the focus and the solid angle defined by that 
mirror and its focal length are used to determine the etendue Tm of the 
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conventional and pinched are. 
Based on the measured etendue Tm, the half-angle is recalculated, the 

obtained values for a 1; 2,c2 are also given in table 3.1. 
The half-angle a 1; 2,m is determined by projecting the parallel beam on 

the wall at a distance of 8 m from the cascaded are. The complete visible 
part of the light beam is used to determine a 1; 2,ml· A bright central part 
can clearly be recognized. This central part of the light beam is used to 
determine a 1; 2,m2 . 

The etendue of the light beam based on only the bright part of the light 
beam is the effective etendue Teff and is also given in table 3.1. 

Discussion and conclusions 

The obtained values for the calculated and measured etendue and diverging 
half-angles for the conventional and pinched are are compared, to quantify 
the impravement of the light emission by changing from the conventional 
are to the pinched are. Several conclusions can be made: 

1. The measured values for the etendueTmare higher than the calculated 
values Tc. This is due to the fact that the plasma in the are channel 
is emitting light over the full channel, but in the calculations it is 
assumed to originate from a slice in the are. 

2. The measured ratio k:::: = 0.85 is significantly higher than the cal

culated ratio ~,pinch = 0.60. This means that the measured imprave
ment of the ete~d~~ is less significant than the impravement based on 
the calculations. This is due to: 

(a) The light emission intensity varies over the are channel. 

(b) Because the are channel diameter is constant over the length of 
one cascade plate, the solid angle over which light is emitted by 
the central part of the pinched are channel is limited. It compen
sates partly the stronger light emission due to the higher current 
density at the center of the pinched are. 

( c) The parabalie mirrors used to create a focus from the parallel 
beam are strongly orientation dependent, resulting in an imper
fect focus and a higher measured value for the measured etendue. 

3. The ratio aml ,pinch = 0.39 is better than the ratio 01 12
,c1,pinch = 0.60, 

O'ml, conv Q:l/2 ,cl, conv 

which is caused by neglecting the part of the light beam that isn't 
visible with the naked eye. 

4. The fraction of the light beam that is useful for the experiments is 
the bright center of the light beam. Especially in the beam from the 
pinched are the edge of the bright center is sharply defined, meaning 
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Figure 3.12: Sketch of the experimental setup for the are emission charac
terization. The last cascade plate acts as the first beam limiter, the window 
(sketched as an extra pupil) forms the second beam limiter. The solid line on 
the right of the picture represents the measuring axis . The detector position is 
varied over this axis, which is perpendicular to the optica! axis of the are. The 
two lines originating from the center of the are indicate the effect of the beam 
limiters . 

that the largest fraction of the light intensity is in this part of the light 
beam. By only concentrating on the bright spot, the are channel itself 
introduces an effective diaphragm, which also changes the measured 
effective etendue of the light beam. The effective etendue is lowered by 
a factor 4 by changing the are channel from the conventional, straight 
geometry to the pinched geometry to a value of Teff = 2.6 x 10-9 

m2sr. 

5. The impravement of the are channel geometry for the experiments is 
also expressed in the ratio of the half-angles: am2 ,p'nch = 0.49. 

Om2,conv 

3.6.3 Emission impravement 

To characterize the emitted light distribution of the are, the radiance (see 
equation 3.5) is determined as a nmction of the angle of emission as seen 
from the center of the are channel. A sketch of the experimental setup is 
given in figure 3.12. In this figure, the beam limiters (the are window and 
the last cascade plate) are given as well. Because the absorption experiments 
described later in this report are performed in the visible and near infrared 
wavelength region, the light emission of the are has been characterized for 
two wavelength regions: 400-1100 nm (to be called: visible range) and 850-
1100 nm (to be called: red range). In figure 3.13, the radiance is given as 
a function of the angle at which the light has been emitted, as measured 
from the center of the are channel. Four situations are displayed for the 
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Table 3.2: The integrated speetral power density (mW /nm) overasolid angle 
n = 6 x w-3 sr 

pinched conventional 
argon xenon argon xenon 

red 0.025 0.17 0.017 0.12 
visible 0.044 0.25 0.051 0.20 

conventional and the pinched are: the are channel filled with argon or xenon 
and concentrated on the red or visible wavelength range. The pressure in the 
are channel in all cases is 3.1 bar, the current sent through the are channel 
is set to the maximum allowed value, which is limited by the power supply, 
and is 23 A for the conventional are and 20 A for the pinched are. The 
voltage over the are channel in the case of the conventional cascaded are is 
95 V and in the case of the pinched cascaded are 110 V. The flow through 
the are is in both cases in the order of w-9 SLM. 

From figure 3.13, the total emitted speetral power density can be de
termined. The maximum solid angle, as seen from the center of the are 
channel, over which the emitted light can be captured, is limited by the op
tica! imaging system behind the are. The integrated speetral power density 
over asolid angle n = 6 x w-3 sr is given in table 3.2 for the cases given in 
figure 3.13. 

The efficiency of the pinched cascaded are can be expressed as the light 
output power that can be captured by an optical imaging system in the 
wavelength range of interest, as a fraction of the electrical input power. 
The total emitted light power in the visible wavelength range, with the are 
channel filled with xenon is 0.21 W. The input power is 2.2 kW, resulting 
in an effective efficiency of w-4 . 

Discussion 

From figure 3.13 can be seen, that the typical radiance for the pinched are 
is significantly higher than that of the conventional are. This is mainly due 
to the smaller are channel diameter at the center of the are. It expresses 
directly the better optica! quality of the are. 

The total useful emitted light intensity (within a solid angle n = 6.0 x 
10-3 sr) is slightly higher for the pinched are than for the conventional are. 
So by changing the geometry of the are channel from a straight channel to 
a pinched channel, not only the optical quality is improved, but also the 
emitted light intensity is increased. 

The efficiency of the pinched are is in the order of w-4 , which is small 
compared to other commercially available light sources. In this stage of 
the development of the broadband absorption techniques, the quality of the 
light output is of importance, so the power needed to operate the are is not 
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(b) Pinehed easeaded are, I = 20 A. 

Figure 3.13: Light emission ofthe conventional and pinched are. The radiance 
is plotted against the angle over which the light is emitted, as seen from the 
center of the are channel for four situations: when the are channel is filled with 
argonor xenon, in the wavelength range 400- 1100 nm (visible) or 850- 1100 
nm (red). 
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regarcled an important parameter. 

3. 7 Experiment versus simulation 

To explain the shapes of the are emission profiles, a simulation program 
has been developed. lts souree code is given in appendix B. The most 
remarkable features to be explained are: 

1. the shoulders in the emission profiles of the conventional are; 

2. the higher radiance emitted from the pinched are compared to the 
conventional are. 

The absolute value for the light emission by the are is based on the electron 
density in the are channel. The electron density distribution over the are 
channel has been simulated by means of Accurate Approximate Modelling, 
which will briefly bedescribed below. The simulation program focusses on 
the measured intensity profiles, with the are channel filled with argon. 

3. 7.1 Accurate approximate modelling 

The key idea of accurate approximate modelZing (AAM) is the formulation 
of the transport coefficients of a plasma and its radiative properties in terms 
of the electron density, the pressure and two non-equilibrium parameters. 
The two non-equilibrium parameters take into account the deviation from 
Saha equilibrium (which represents the equilibrium between ionization and 
recombination of the particles in a plasma) of the neutral ground state b1 
and the deviation from thermal equilibrium between electrons and heavy 
particles e: 

bl 
na 

ns 
(3.8) 

e Th 
= 

Te' 
(3.9) 

where na represents the density of the neutral ground state and n 8 the den
sity of the neutral ground state when the ground state is in Saha-equilibrium. 
Th represents the heavy particles temperature and Te the electron temper
ature. The implementation of this idea is described in [16] and [17]. 

It turns out that the transport coefficients and radiative properties of the 
plasma depend only weakly on the non-equilibrium parameters. So simple 
fits can be made for the properties of interest of the plasma in local thermal 
equilibrium, which result in a good approximation in non-equilibrium situ
ations. It's still possible to include non-equilibrium effects, by taking into 
account the non-equilibrium parameters. It only complicates the fits for the 
properties of interest. 
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As an example, the result of the determination of the electron tempera
ture Te (eV) is given in figure 3.14, where The calculated electron temper
ature Te (eV) is plotted as a function of 7r;, where ne (1022 m-3) is the 

electron density and p (bar) the pressure. The electron temper at ure is ob
tained by simultaneously solving the Saha-equation and Dalton's law for a 
constant pressure. For singly ionized atoms, the density of the neutrals n 8 

according to the Saha equation is given by [18]: 

(3.10) 

where ni is the ion density, 9a and 9i the multiplicity of the neutral ground 
state and the ion ground state respectively, h the Planck-constant, me the 
mass of an electron, k the Boltzmann constant, Te the elctron temperature 
and Eion the ionization energy. Dalton's law is expressed by: 

(3.11) 

where na is the density of the neutrals, Th the heavy-particles temperature 
and ne the electron density, which is again assumed to be equal to the ion 
density. The deviations of local thermal equilibrium of the plasma, expressed 
in the non-equilibrium parameters, can be taken into account in Dalton's 
law. 

Figure 3.14 clearly shows that the deviation from Saha equilibrium of the 
density of the neutral argon atoms in the ground state results in a maximum 
variation of the electron temperature of 10 % for low values of 7r;. A relation 

between Te and 7r; can be determined from these curves: 

( )

0.10 

Te= 0.84 ~ (3.12) 

The property of interest in the case of the emission profile simulation 
is the electron density distribution over the are channel. By means of the 
AAM scheme, it is possible to calculate the total current sent through the 
are channel. By camparing the total calculated current with the current sent 
through the are channel in the experiments, the electron density distribution 
can be obtained. The result for an are channel diameter of 1 mm, argon 
used as the filling gas at a pressure of 3 bars and a current of 20 A is given 
in figure 3.15. 

The result from figure 3.15 is scaled up or down in the emission profile 
simulation program to match the local are channel diameter. This is verified 
by calculating the ne(r) for various radius channel radii. The maximum 
electron density in the center of the are channel corresponds reasonably well 
to the measured electron density in a cascaded are with an are channel radius 
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(a) 1 bar. (b) 10 bar. 

Figure 3.14: The electron temperature as a function of~ for different values 
of b1 and for two different pressures. 
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Figure 3.15: The electron density in an are channel with a diameter of 1 mm, 
as a function of the radial coordinate p. The fitted curve is used for the emission 
profile simulation program. 
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of 1 mm, filled with argon at a pressure of 3 bars and a current of 20 A, 
which is determined to be 13 x 1022 m-3 in [13]. 

A simulation to determine the plasma parameters in the are channel of 
the cascaded are has also been started by using Plasimo [19]. The prelim
inary result gives a maximum electron density of 8 x 1022 m-3 , which is 
in reasonable agreement with the maximum electron density in figure 3.15, 
especially talcing into account the rough approximation of the plasma be
havior. 

3. 7.2 Simulation approach 

The method used to construct the emission profiles is given below. 
The are channel is divided into small three dimensional cells. Every cell 

is assigned a value for the emissivity (wm-3), which can be determined 
from equation 3.1 and 3.2. The wavelength of interest is set to 800 nm, the 
electron temperature to 11600 K and the factor 9!J

1

1 to 1 [18], in order to 
allow a comparison with the measured emission profiles from figure 3.13. A 
sealing factor for the electron density is introduced in the pinched are, to take 
into account the varying are channel diameter as a function of the coordinate 
along the optical a.xis. The sealing factor is assumed to be proportional to 
p;~x, where Pmax represents the radius of the are channel. It is assumed 
that the total current through the are channel is 20 A. This behavior has 
also been checked by means of accurate approximate modelling. At the 
outermost edge of the are channel no light is produced. So the effective are 
channel radius is reduced with a factor 0.95 [16] compared to the geometrie 
are channel radius. 

Every cell is assumed to emit over a solid angle of 471". From the volume 
of the cell, the solid angle of 471" and the value for the emissivity, the total 
emitted light power <I> by the cell can be determined. The light intensity 
caused by the block under investigation at the place of the detector can be 
described as: 

(3.13) 

where r represents the distance between the cell under investigation and the 
detector. Each cell is independently checked for its ability to emit in the 
direction of the the detector on the measuring a.xis. The beam limiters shown 
in figure 3.12 have been taken into account. In the case of the conventional 
are the beam limiters are formed by the last cascade plate and the window 
of the cascaded are. In the case of the pinched are, an artificial parabalie 
are channel is created. Because in reality, the cascade plates have a finite 
width, an extra beam limiter is placed, which defines the boundary of the 
central cascade plate. The finite width of the other cascade plates can also 
be taken into account, but the central is the most important, because the 
electron density is highest at the center plate. If the cell can emit its light 
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Figure 3.16: The simulated radianee from various parts of the are channel: 
the front half, the back half and the full are. 

onto the detector, the detected intensity at the detector is increased with 
the intensity caused by the cell under investigation. 

When all the cells forming the are channel have been investigated, the 
total detected intensity as a function of the position of the detector is con
verted into a values for the radiance as a function of the angle, as seen from 
the center of the are channel in the same way as the profiles from figure 3.13 
are plotted. 

3.7.3 Simulation results 

The simulation results are given in figure 3.16. Not only the total simulated 
radiance is shown, but also the radiance caused by the front half and the 
back half of the are channel. The measured profiles have also been included. 

From figure 3.16 can be concluded that the front part of the are channel 
emits over a larger solid angle than the back side of the are channel. This is 
clearly observable in the measurements of the conventional are, as well with 
argon as with xenon, as is given in figure 3.13. 

The absolute value for the simulated radiance corresponds very well with 
the measured emission profiles, where the are channel is filled with argon. 
The measured values in the conventional are are higher than the simulated 
values, but this is caused by the fact that in the experiments a current of 
23 A is sent through the are channel and 20 A in the simulation. 

3.8 Recommendations 

Some recommendations for future work are described below. 
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The flow through the are can be increased, which is expected to enhance 
the lifetime of the cathode tip. The unwanted products in the are channel 
will be removed more efficient. On the other hand the light emission stability 
might become a technological challenge. 

Upgrading the power supply results in a higher light output, because 
by increasing the current through the are channel, the electron density is 
increased. Also the ratio between the peaks of the line emission and the 
continuurn emission decreases. The latter argument is not discussed in this 
chapter, but the line emission peaks will turn out to be disturbing in the 
absorption experiments described later in this report. 

The use of the accurate approximate modelZing approach in modeHing 
the argon plasma in the are channel, has already resulted in a simulation 
program that gives insight in the light emission profiles of the cascaded are. 
The emission profiles of various other are channel configurations can also be 
investigated. This simulation program can be extended, to investigate the 
optica! quality of the light beam, by including a positive lens in the system 
and investigating the divergence of the produced light beam. Also prepara
tions have been made to investigate a xenon plasma in the are channel. To 
compare the results of the accurate approximate modelZing approach, more 
comparisons with PLASIMO [19] should be made. 

3.9 Summary 

The cascaded are has been modified to create a very bright light source, 
which produces a light beam with a good optica! quality. From the literature 
is concluded, that the cascaded are is indeed a very bright light source, even 
compared toa short xenon are or a Globar. 

The pinched cascaded are is stable to within a factor 2 x 10-4 ( rms
value). After 20 operating hours, the stability decreases to 1 x w-3 (rms
value). The stability degradation is due to the damage of the cathode tips 
during operation. However, sharpening the tips, which can easily be clone, 
brings the stability back to the original 2 x 10-4 (rms-value). The stability 
of the overall light intensity reaches the optima! value after 45 minutes of 
operation after startup. 

The efficiency of the cascaded are is relatively low: only a fraction of 
w-4 of the electrical power put into the cascaded are is transformed into 
light power, but this is not regarcled a critica! parameter in the current phase 
of the development of new sensitive optica! absorption techniques. 

The light output overasolid angle of 6.0 x w-3 sr of the pinched cascaded 
are is higher than the conventional cascaded are and the etendue of the light 
beam is improved withafactor 4. Theemission profilescan completely be 
explained: the developed simulation program reproduces the cascaded are 
emission curves for argon. 
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To investigate the speetral composition of a light beam, several spectroscopie 
instruments can be used. A basic example is a prism, but also gratings 
are commonly used in monochromators, spectrographs or spectrometers. 
A Fourier Transfarm spectrometer is used for the same purpose, but its 
working principle is based on constructive and destructive interference of 
light of certain wavelengths in a Michelson interferometer. 

In this chapter, a theoretical description of the working principle of the 
Fourier transfarm spectrometer is given. Also several experiments are per
formed to investigate the performance of the Fourier transfarm spectrometer, 
with a cascaded are used as the light source. Especially the resolution and 
detection limits are considered. 

Before the theoretical description is given, it has to be noted that the 
Fourier transfarm spectrometer has several advantages over other commer
cially available spectrometers: 

1. Multiplex or Fellgett advantage. All the frequencies present in the 
light beam are measured at once. This results in a signal to noise 
ratio which is a factor JN, with N the number of data points, better 
than in instruments that measure the frequency components one by 
one, like in a monochromator. This results in a better signal to noise 
ratio in the same measuring time. 

2. Throughput or Jacquinot advantage. The spectrometer has a higher 
geometrical light gathering power ( throughput) than other commer
cially available spectrometers. This is caused by the fact that no slits 
are used. Especially in the infrared wavelength range, this results 
in the possibility of using a photodiode instead of a photomultiplier, 
which has a lower quanturn efficiency, in conventional absorption ex
periments. 
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.... 
input beam 

Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of a Michelson interferometer. The waveforms 
represent the electric field of the light beam. The input beam is split into two 
beams with an electric field of equal amplitude by the beamsplitter. The two 
beams interfere on the beamsplitter after they have been reflected back by the 
two mirrors. The resulting light beam is directedontoa detector. 

3. Absolute frequencies. The accuracy in the measured frequencies is very 
high and doesn't have to be calibrated. 

4. Stray light. The spectrometer is less sensitive to stray light than other 
spectroscopie devices. 

The disadvantages of a Fourier Transfarm spectrometer are: 

1. Mathematica[ complexity. A computer has to be used to convert the 
recorded data points into a spectrum. 

2. Mirror position accuracy. The position of the moveable mirror of the 
interferometer has to be controlled very accurately. 

4.1 Theoretica! description 

The heart of the Fourier Transfarm spectrometer is a Michelson interferom
eter. A schematic diagram of a Michelson interferometer is given in figure 
4.1. The electric field of the light beam is represented by the wavefarms in 
figure 4.1. A parallellight beam is created from the light emitted by the are 
and directed to the beamsplitter. Here 50% of the light is refl.ected to the 
fixed mirror, and 50% is transmitted to the moveable mirror. The light is 
refl.ected by bothof these mirrors, back to the beamsplitter, where the two 
beams interfere. The light which leaves the beamsplitter is focused on the 
detector. The intensity of the light is recorded as a function of the position 
of the moveable mirror, which is called the interferogram I(x). By Fourier 
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transforming the interferogram, the speetral intensity distribution S(v) is 
obtained. 

Assume that the input beam consists of monochromatic light. If the 
distance between the moveable mirror and the beamsplitter is exactly the 
same as the distance between the fixed mirror and the beamsplitter (x= 0), 
constructive interference takes place at the beamsplitter and a maximum 
signal strength is detected. This situation is sketched in figure 4.1. As 
a function of the optical path length difference between the 2 returning 
light beams, the detected signal is formed by alternating constructive and 
destructive interference of the 2 reflected light beams. 

In the case of white light, at every position of the moveable mirror, dif
ferent frequencies of the incoming light beam interfere constructively. This 
can be written as: 

00 

1 J 1 T(x) = 2 S(v)2(1 + cos(21rvx))dv, (4.1) 

0 

where T(x) represents the total detected signal at an optical path length 
difference of x and S(v) the speetral intensity at frequency v of the input 
beam. The prefactor ~ results from the fact that the resulting light beam 
after interference is only detected in one direction. When one concentrates 
on the oscillating part of equation 4.1 (the interferogram I{x)), the spectrum 
can be obtained by Fourier transforming the interferogram as in: 

00 

I( x) = J S(v) cos(21rvx)dv 

0 
00 

S(v) J I( x) cos(21rvx)dx. 
-oo 

The general, complex case is given by: 

00 

S(v) = j I(x) exp( -27rivx)dx. 
-oo 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

Some basic examples are given in figure 4.2. In reality, the interferogram is 
recorded at discrete positions of the moveable mirror. The discrete version 
of the Fourier transformation is given by: 

N-l (2 . k) 
S(k · 8v) = ~ I(n · 8x) exp 1r~n , (4.5) 

where k and n are integers, N the total number of points of the interfero
gram, 8x the step size of the moveable mirror and 8v the speetral resolution. 
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spectrum interferogram 

a) monochromatic light 

b) Gaussian line profile 

0.001 

c) two closely spaeed Gaussian lines 

0 llh 

d) boxcar profile 

Figure 4.2: Several basic examples of spectra (left column) with the corre
sponding interferograms (right column). 
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Convention Fourier transformation 
Several conventions are used in the literature for treating a function f(x) 
and its Fourier transformed counterpart F(v). The possibilities can he 
summarized as: 

00 

F(v) c1 J f(x)é2iwxdx 

-oo 

where the relation between the constants c1, c2 and c3 is given by: 

In the theoretical description the following convention is used: 

N urnher of data points 

The total number of data points needed to determine the speetral compo
sition of a light beam depends on the frequency range of interest and the 
required resolution of the spectrum. 

The maximum resolution of the obtained spectra is determined by the 
maximum displacement of the moveable mirror. Two identical monochro
matic speetral lines separated by a frequency distance d, with d expressed 
in wavenumbers, are represented in the interferogram by two repeating pat
terns at a distance 1/d. So the two speetral lines can only he resolved, if 
the displacement of the moveable mirror during the measurement is at least 
1/d. 

The frequency range which is measured during the experiment depends 
on the minimum displacement of the moveable mirror ( 8x): 

1 
8x ::; , 

2(vmax - I/min) 
(4.6) 

where Vmax and I/min represent the maximum and minimum frequency at 
which light is still detected. The total number of data points in the inter
ferogram can now he expressed as: 

N = .6x = 2(vmax- I/min) 

8x 8v ' 
(4.7) 
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with ö.x representing the maximum displacement of the moveable mirror, 
8x the step size of the moveable mirror, and óv the frequency resolution of 
the experiment. 

Pieket-fenee effect 

If the spectrum which is being measured contains components over a small 
frequency range (smaller than óv), which lies between the actually detected 
discrete frequencies, the detected signal is weaker than in reality. This is 
called the pieket-fenee effect. By adding zeros to both ends of the interfer
ogram, the spectrum is better interpolated between the data points. This 
procedure is called: Zero Filling. 

Aliasing 

If one substitutes index k by N- k in equation 4.5, it follows that: 

S([N- k] · 8v) = S( -k · 8v). (4.8) 

It means that the measured interferogram yields the spectrum plus its mirror 
image about the folding wavenumber: VJ = ( lf · 8v). Also can be concluded 
from equation 4.5: 

S([k + m · N]8v) = S(k · 8v) (4.9) 

This means that the measured interferogram is transformed into a period
ically repeating spectrum. This repeating phenomenon is called aliasing. 
Aliasing introduces an error in the obtained spectrum, if it overlaps with 
its mirror-symmetrical replicate. To prevent this from happening, the input 
beam should not contain any speetral features above a maximum wavenum
ber Vmax 1 with: 

(4.10) 

where Vfu is the upper folding frequency. This is achieved by placing an 
optical filter in the experimental setup before the detector. When no op
tical filter is present and the spectrum contains a nonzero component at a 
frequency v 2: Vfu, this component will be shownon the wrong speetral po
sition. The same discussion holds for the lower limit frequency and a lower 
folding frequency VJ! can also be introduced. 

Leakage 

In the ideal case, the interferogram is measured over een infinite displace
ment of the moveable mirror of the Michelsou interferometer. Because this 
is practically impossible, an extra error souree is introduced by truncating 
the interferogram. The measured interferogram is formed by the product of 
an ideal interferogram and a boxcar function. This product of two functions 
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is Fourier transformed, which means that the resulting spectrum is formed 
by a convolution of the real spectrum and the Fourier transformed boxcar 
function. The boxcar function and its Fourier transformed counterpart are 
given in figure 4.2d. 

As a result of cutting off the interferogram abruptly, a measured spec
trum with a strong peak, will appear not only as that strong peak, but will 
have significant side lobs. These lobs can be very disturbing in interpreting 
a measured spectrum. To reduce this effect, an apodization function can be 
introduced. The obtained interferogram is multiplied by this apodization 
function before it is Fourier transformed. The effect of such an apodization 
function is to truncate the interferogram less abruptly, as a result the side 
lobs will appear less significant. The introduetion of an apodization func
tion has a negative effect on the maximum resolution that can be achieved. 
As an example: a resolution loss of about 50% is introduced when using a 
3-term Blackmann-Harris apodization function. 

Phase Correction 

In the general case (see equation 4.4), a complex spectrum is obtained by 
Fourier transforming the measured interferogram. The property of interest 
is the real part of the obtained complex spectrum. An imaginary part of 
the spectrum is introduced, when the obtained spectrum deviates from the 
ideal interferogram, for example: 

1. The position of the moveable mirror that corresponds to a zero path 
difference of the two light beams in figure 4.1, is never reached exactly. 
If that position is determined not perfectly, a phase relation linear in 
v wil appear. 

2. Only one side of the interferogram is recorded to its full extend, which 
might result in an imperfect mirror symmetry around a path length 
difference of x=O. 

3. The interferogram may be intrinsically asymmetrie, due to wavelength 
dependent phase delays of various parts of the experimental setup. 

To extract the real part of this spectrum, several methods can be used. 
Among these the Mertz-method is the least sensitive to noise on the inter
ferogram. The Mertz-method is described below. 

The obtained complex spectrum can be represented by: 

C(v) S(v) exp ( iqy(v)) 

R(v) + ii(v) . 

The real part of the complex spectrum is extracted as: 

S(v) = R[C(v) exp ( -iqy(v))], 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

( 4.13) 
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where the phase rjy(v) is given by: 

rjy(v) = arctau (~~~). (4.14) 

Angle of incidence 

When the angle of incidence a of the input bearn on the beamsplitter in fig
ure 4.1 is not exactly 0 rad, the output beam will he focused on a different 
part of the detector, compared to an input beam whose angle of incidence 
is exactly 0 rad. The positions of the moveable mirror corresponding to 
constructive interference vary for the same input beam, at a different angle 
of incidence ( this is the case when a di verging light beam is used, instead of 
a parallel beam). As a result, the detector sees different phases at different 
parts of the detector. To make sure that only one interference ring is ob
served over the active part of the detector, the following equation has to he 
satisfied: 

amax= ~' V -;;;;:;;; (4.15) 

where amax represents the maximum divergence half-angle (in radians). 
When a perfectly parallel beam is sent onto the beamsplitter at an angle 
different from 0 rad, relation 4.15 also holds. 

Noise on the interferogram 

As has been described before, the spectrum is only obtained from the inter
ferogram after a Fourier transformation. The effect of noise on the interfer
ogram is investigated by creating an artificial interferogram and introducing 
white noise on it. 

The root-meau-square (rms) value of the noise on the interferogram is 
considered as a fraction of the peak amplitude at the centerburst in the inter
ferogram. The peak value of the amplitude at the centerburst directly gives 
the total intensity in the spectrum. The obtained interferogram, containing 
white noise, has been Fourier transformed, using the Fast Fourier Transform 
algorithm. No apodization function or Zero Filling had been performed be
fore the Fourier transformation was performed. The resulting spectra for an 
ideal interferogram and an interferogram with a noise amplitude of 10 are 
given in figure 4.3. The rms value of the noise on the spectrum is considered 
as a fraction of the average speetral intensity. The results for various noise 
amplitudes on the interferograrn are given in figure 4.4. 

A linear fit can he made through the data points in figure 4.4, resulting 
in: 

A= (18.4 ± 0.2)B, (4.16) 
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Figure 4.3: Effect of noise in the interferogram on the spectrum. 
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Figure 4.4: Relation between the rms noise on the spectrum as a fraction 
of the average speetral intensity and the rms noise on the interferogram as a 
fraction of the peak amplitude at the centerburst. A linear fit through the data 
points is also shown. 
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where A represents the rms noise as a fraction of the average speetral in
tensity and B represents the rms noise on the interferogram as a fraction of 
the peak amplitude at the centerburst. Equation 4.16 can be used to deter
mine the detection limit of a measurement, when a noise amplitude can be 
determined in the interferogram. 

4.2 Experiments 

To determine the detection and resolution limits of the Fourier transfarm 
spectrometer in combination with the cascaded are, several experiments 
have been performed. The light absorption by oxygen molecules present in 
the air and under controlled pressure has been investigated. Furthermore a 
simulation program gives information about the width of the instrumental 
function of the Fourier Transfarm spectrometer. Finally an absorption ex
periment for benzene has been set up. Benzene has braadband absorption 
features, which are well suited for experiments described later in this report. 

4.2.1 Experimental setup 

Modes of operation of the experimental setup 

The experiments are performed with the experimental setup that is sketched 
in figure 4.5. Various modes of operation are possible. On the left the 
cascaded are is sketched. The light produced by the cascaded are is imaged 
via a parabalie mirror placed in front of the cascaded are. The obtained 
parallellight beam is directed via some mirrors over a long distance through 
the air, by placing mirror A in the light beam, or via a pressure controlled 
vessel, as is sketched in the figure. After passing through the vessel, or being 
directed through air over a long distance, the light beam is directed into 
the Fourier transfarm spectrometer by another parabalie mirror. Another 
option is to direct the light beam obtained from the cascaded are directly 
into the Fourier transfarm spectrometer, by taking out mirror B from the 
experimental setup. 

Once the light beam has entered the Fourier transfarm spectrometer, it is 
guided via a plane mirror and again a parabalie mirror onto the Michelson 
interferometer. The beamsplitter of the Michelson interferometer is indi
cated with BS. The movement of the moveable mirror of the interferometer 
is indicated with D.L. The light beam leaving the beamsplitter is focused in 
the center of the sample compartment, and imaged onto the detector. 

When the cascaded are is not used as the light souree in the absorption 
experiments, one of the two internal light sourees of the Fourier transfarm 
spectrometer can be used. In that case, mirror C is taken out of the experi
mental setup, and the light emitted by the light source, indicated with NIR, 
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absorption cell 

....__•topump 

benzene 
reservoir 

Figure 4.5: Total experimental setup. The various modes of operation are 
sketched, see the text for details. On the left the cascaded are is sketched. The 
light beam is sent into the Fourier transfarm spectrometer. The beamsplitter 
is indicated with BS, the internatlight souree with NIR. The mirrors indicated 
with A, B, C and D can be placed in the light beam, or taken out of the 
experimental setup, leading to another mode of operation. 
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is directed on the aperture wheel. The light passing through the aperture 
wheel is imaged onto the beamsplitter by a parabolic mirror. 

The modes of operation described above concentrate on absorption mea
surements by samples that are placed between the cascaded are and the 
Fourier transform spectrometer, or in the sample compartment ofthe Fourier 
transform spectrometer. To enable the use of a small absorption cell, a 
parabolic mirror D can be placed in the sample compartment. This parabolic 
mirror directs the light beam out of the Fourier transform spectrometer and 
works at the same time as a telescope, reducing the diameter of the light 
beam, compared to the light beam leaving the beamsplitter BS. The light 
beam is directed via a plane mirror through the absorption cell. The light 
passing through the absorption cell is detected by a Si-detector placed be
hind it. 

A reservoir with a small amount of benzene is connected to the ab
sorption cell. When absorption experiments on benzene are performed, the 
benzene is handled with care, because it is rather toxic. Two valves are con
nected directly on the absorption cell. One of the valves opens or doses the 
conneetion with a pump. When only that valve is open, the absorption cell 
can be pumped downtoa pressure of approximately 10 mbar. The reservoir 
with benzene is frozen in by placing it in a liquid nitrogen bath, before it 
is connected to the absorption cell. While the benzene is still frozen in, the 
valve connecting the benzene reservoir with the absorption cell is opened. 
The absorption cell together with the tube connecting the benzene reservoir 
with the absorption cell are now pumped down, to get rid of contamina
tion. The valve between the absorption cell and the pump is closed, and 
the reservoir containing the benzene is heated up until room temperature. 
The va por pressure of benzene at 293 K is 100 mbar, so the partial pressure 
of benzene in the absorption cell is also 100 mbar. After the experiment 
has been performed, the benzene is concentrated again in the reservoir, by 
placing it again in a bath of liquid nitrogen so that it works as a cryopump. 

Fourier transform spectrometer 

The Fourier Transform spectrometer used in the experiments is a Bruker 
IFS 66/s, with a step-scan option. The step-scan option introduces the 
possibility of fixing the position of the moveable mirror of the Michelson in
terferometer, instead of continuously scanning the moveable mirror, which 
is the standard operation mode. The architecture of this spectrometer is 
given in figure 4.6. Two light sourees are installed: a standard near-infrared 
(Thngsten filament) and a mid-infrared (Globar) light source. The light 
from one of these sourees is directed via a mirror to the aperture wheel. 
This aperture wheellimits the etendue of the light beam (see equation 3.7) 
that is sent onto the beamsplitter. The smaller the aperture, the less diver
gence of the light beam reaching the beamsplitter, the higher the maximum 
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Figure 4.6: Bruker IFS 66/s: the Fourier transfarm spectrometer. 

resolution of the spectrum, according to equation 4.15. 
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A HeNe laser is used to control the position of the moveable mirror, 
which is situated beneath the bi-stepper board. The light beam leaving 
the interferometer is directed via a parabalie mirror through the sample 
campartment and is imaged onto a detector. 

The maximum speetral resolution that can be obtained with one of the 
installed light sourees is 0.10 cm- 1 as is determined by a calibration mea
surement on CO. An external light souree can easily be coupled into the 
Fourier Transfarm spectrometer by a lens or a parabalie mirror. The F
number of the IFS 66/s is 4.5. The beamsplitter used in the experiments 
is made of CaF, which can be used for the wavelength range: 200 nm -
6.6 p,m. The Fourier Transfarm spectrometer is controlled by the OPUS 
software, version 4.2. 

4.2.2 Atmospheric oxygen 

In the experiment to characterize the Fourier transfarm spectrometer, the 
spin-forbidden b1 "Et(v' = 0) +-- X 3 'Eg- (v" = 0) band of molecular oxygen 
is measured (For an explanation of the terms used in this expression, see 
appendix A). Molecular oxygen is easily available as it is present in the 
air. Over 50 absorption lines are situated between 13000 and 13175 cm-1 

(759.0-769.2 nm). The absorption cross-sections of the strongest lines are 
in the order of: 6 x w-24 m2 . A reference absorption spectrum is given in 
figure 4. 7. The fraction of the light that is absorbed by the oxygen molecules 
is given as a function of the frequency. This spectrum is obtained from a 
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Figure 4. 7: Simulated reference molecular oxygen absorption spectrum. A 
total pressure of 1 bar, a partial oxygen pressure of 0.20 bar, a path lengthof 
1 m and no instrumental broadening. 

simulation program [20], with the following settings: an ambient pressure of 
1 bar, a partial pressure of oxygen of 0.20 bar, a path lengthof 1 mand no 
instrumental broadening of the absorptions. The FWHM of the absorption 
lines is determined from figure 4. 7 to 0.11 cm - 1 . The Doppler width ( also 
FWHM) is determined from equation 2.8 to 0.028 cm- 1, so the absorption 
lines are mainly pressure-broadened. 

According to equation 2.3, the total measured absorption can be in
creased by increasing the path length of the beam through the sample. Be
cause molecular oxygen is present everywhere in the experimental setup, it is 
possible to increase the absorption signal by just increasing the path length 
of the light beam. This means that the detection limit is improved. 

The experimental setup is sketched in figure 4.5. The pinched cascaded 
are is used as the light source. The are channel of the pinched cascaded 
are is filled with xenon at a pressure of 3.1 bar. A current of 19 A is sent 
through the are channel. The light beam produced by the cascaded are is 
directed through the air and the Fourier transfarm spectrometer onto the 
detector over a path length of 6 m, by placing mirror A in the light beam. 
Mirror D is taken out of the experimental setup. 

The settings of the Fourier Transfarm spectrometer are given in table 
4.1. 
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Table 4.1: Settings of the Bruker IFS 66/s 
number of scans 
scanning time 
folding limits 

zero filling factor 
resolution 

apodization function 
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optical path length difference {mm) 

(a) Interferogram, the inset shows a 
magnification of a part of the inter
ferogram. 
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(b) Spectrum. 

Figure 4.8: The center of the interferogram and the spectrum of oxygen ab
sorption clips on a baseline formed by a xenon emission line. 

Results and discussion 

The central part of the obtained interferogram and the spectrum in the spec
tral range of interest are given in figure 4.8. The interferogram is plotted as 
a function of the optical path length difference of the two light beams inter
fering on the beamsplitter. A xenon emission line from the are is observed, 
with oxygen absorption dips superimposed. The FWHM of the oxygen ab
sorption dips in figure 4.8 is 0.34 cm- 1. From the simulation the FWHM is 
determined to be 0.11 cm-1, so the instrumental function must be broader 
than 0.11 cm- 1. The Doppler FWHM of the absorption lines is calculated 
to be 0.028 cm-1, so the absorption lines are mainly pressure-broadened. 
The width of the instrumental function eau in principle be determined by 
comparing the FWHM of the measured absorption lines with the results of 
the simulation program, but this will be determined in the next section more 
accurately with oxygen in a controlled environment. For the investigation 
of the molecular absorption dips, the current method is not ideal, because 
of two reasons: 
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1. A correction has to be made for the baseline of the xenon emission 
line. Especially at the center of the peak this can give uncertainties 
because of self-absorption in the cascaded are. The self-absorption 
introduces a dip in the xenon emission peak at the center of this peak, 
complicating the determination of the baseline. 

2. The path length of the light beam is not known very accurately, which 
complicates an absolute comparison with the results of the simulation 
program. 

To overcome these problems, an oxygen absorption experiment in a con
trolled environment is performed. This is described in the next section. 

4.2.3 Pure oxygen in a vessel 

The molecular oxygen absorption experiment is repeated in a controlled 
environment. The results are compared with a simulation of the molecular 
oxygen spectrum to determine the width of the instrumental function. 

Experimental setup 

The experimental setup is almost the same as in the atmospheric oxygen 
absorption experiment as described before. Mirror A is taken out of the 
experimental setup sketched in figure 4.5, so the light is directed into the 
vessel. Opposite totheentrance window a mirror is placed inside the vessel. 
In this way, the light passes the vessel twice, leading to a total path length 
through the vessel of 1.56 m. The cascaded are is operated on xenon at a 
pressure of 3.1 mbar and a current of 18 A is sent through the are channel. 
The settings of the Fourier Transform spectrometer are given in table 4.2. A 
boxcar apodization function is used in order to reach the highest resolution 
possible. 

First the vessel is pumped down to 0.118 mbar and a background mea
surement is performed. After the vessel is filled with 250 mbar of pure 
oxygen, a sample measurement is performed. The resulting spectrum is di
vided by the background spectrum, resulting in the transmission spectrum 
of only the oxygen in the vessel. The results are given in figure 4.9. 

The measured absorption is compared with the results of the simulation 
program. From the results of the simulation program the FWHM of the 
instrumental function is determined to 0.16 cm-1. The result that is in 
agreement with the measurement is plotted in figure 4. 9( c) . 

Results and discussion 

From figures 4.9(b), 4.9(c) and 4.9(d) can be concluded that the simulation 
and measurement are in good agreement. The width of the instrumental 
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Table 4.2: Settings of the Fourier Transfarm spectrometer in the oxygen ab
sorption experiment, with the oxygen put in the vessel. 

g 

t 

number of scans 
scanning time 
fotding limits 

zero filling factor 
resolution 

apodization function 
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Figure 4.9: The results of the molecular oxygen absorption experiment, with 
pure oxygen put in a vessel at a pressure of 250 mbar. 
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function at the settings mentioned in table 4.2 is 0.16 cm- 1 (0.0093 nm), 
which is the best achievable resolution with this instrument around 13140 
cm-1 (760 nm). This resolution is worse than the specified resolution of 
0.10 cm-1 that has been shown to he achievable by a CO absorption mea
surement, using the NIR as a light source. This may he due to the fact that 
in the case the cascaded are used as the light source, no diaphragm is used. 
Apparently this yields a resolution of 0.16 cm-1 . However, the fact that 
no diaphragm is needed means that no light has to he disregarded with the 
cascaded are, when measuring at speetral resolutions down to 0.16 cm- 1. 

The background measurement also shows molecular oxygen clips. This 
is due tothefact that the light beam is directed through the air, which also 
contains oxygen. The extra absorption by molecular oxygen present in the 
vessel is extracted by dividing the sample measurement on the background 
measurement. 

In between the absorption peaks in figure 4.9(b) noise is observed. Due 
to this noise, only absorptions stronger than 0.0032 can he observed, which 
defines the detection limit for 360 scans. With the assumption that the 
signal to noise ratio reduces with a factor VN with N the number of scans, 
the detection limit per scan is: 0.061. The measurement time is set to 1 hour, 
but this duration can significantly he reduced by limiting the bandwidth of 
the incoming light with an appropriate optical filter. 

4.2.4 Benzene broadband absorption 

It will turn out later in this report that the braadband cavity ring down 
experiments are better suited for speetral absorption features of an interme
diate to large linewidths, for example 8 cm-1 or higher. A nicetest example 
is benzene, for several reasons: 

1. It is possible to investigate absorption features of a considerable width 
(over 40 cm - 1) , caused by the stretching of the CH honds in the 
molecule. 

2. Various overtones, with different absorption strengths, of this CR
stretch can he used as a test sample. The higher the order of the 
overtone, the lower the absorption. 

The absorption features of the various overtones of benzene have already 
been shown in [21]. Their results are given in figure 4.10. The cross section 
is given in mbarn (lo-31 m2) as a function of the frequency of the light. 
The center frequency is denoted specifically in the upper right corner of 
each graph. 
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F igure 4.10: Absorption strengths of various CH stretch overtones [21] . The 
cross-section in mbarn (10- 31 m2 ) is given as a function of the frequency, which 
is expressed in wavenumbers. The central frequency is denoted in the upper 
right corner of each graph. The FWHM is shown in each absorption feature. 
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Table 4.3: Settings of the Fourier Transfarm spectrometer in the benzene 
absorption experiments 

number of scans 500 
scanning time 446 s 
folding limits 0- 31596 cm-1 

zero filling factor 1 
resolution 5 cm ·l 

apodization function Blackmann Harris 3 - term 

Experimental setup 

The absorption cell, sketched in figure 4.5, is used to perform absorption 
measurements on benzene. The absorption, detected with the near-infrared 
internal light souree is compared with the absorption, detected with the 
pinched cascaded are. When the cascaded are is used as the light source, 
mirror B is taken out of the experimental setup. Mirror D is placed in the 
sample campartment of the Fourier transfarm spectrometer to direct the 
light beam to the absorption cell. 

The are channel of the pinched cascaded are is filled with xenon at a 
pressure of 3.3 bar and a current of 19 A is sent through the are channel. 
The etendue of the light beam produced with the near-infrared light souree 
in the Fourier transfarm spectrometer is set to 1.15 x w-6 m2sr by means 
of the aperture wheel. The settings of the Fourier transfarm spectrometer 
are given in table 4.3 and are the same in bothof the experiments. 

Results and discussion 

The measured benzene absorption features are shown in figure 4.11. The 
sample measurement is also shown in figure 4.12(a) and 4.12(b), showing the 
xenon emission lines on top of the braadband continuurn light. The ratio 
between the peak intensity of a xenon line to the continuurn emission is 10, 
as determined at a frequency of 12000 cm- 1. 

The shape of the braadband absorption structure of the overtones of the 
CR-stretch: 3vcH and 4vcH are clearly recognizable in the NIR-measurements 
and correspond to the shapes displayed in figure 4.10. The absorption ob
served with the NIR around 11150 cm-1 is not caused by benzene and will 
not he considered. The peak of the absorption of 4vcH corresponds to a 
vapor pressure of 83 mbar of benzene at an assumed temperature of 20 °C, 
which is lower than the expected value of 100 mbar. This might he due to 
a different temperature in the absorption cell. 

The detection limitsper scan, as obtained from figure 4.11 are given in 
table 4.4. The assumption is made that the detection limit per scan DL1 
depends on the detection limit after N scans DLN as: DL1 = DLN x .JN_ 
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Figure 4.11: Benzene absorptions at 2 different overtones of the CR-stretch, 
as measured with the near-infrared light souree of the Fourier transfarm spec
trometer and with the pinched cascaded are, operated on xenon. 

Table 4.4: Detection limits per scan DL1 for two different overtones of the 
CR-stretch in benzene: 3vcH and 4vcH as measured with the near-infrared 
light souree and the cascaded are. Also the base intensity as detected by the 
Si-detector is given. 

NIR Cascaded are 
DL1 Base intensity (a.u.) DL1 Base intensity (a.u) 

3vcH 5 x 10 ·:l 3.6 x 10 -b 1 x 10 -1 5.8 x 10 -J 

4vc H 5 x 10 -J 5.8 x 10 -J >5x10 1 1.2 x 10 -1 
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Figure 4.12: The spectrum obtained from the sample measurement in the 
absorption experiment with the pinched cascaded are is shown, to compare the 
distortions in the absorption spectrum with the position of the emission lines 
of xenon. An overview and a detail are given. 

The detection limit in the experiments with the NIR used as the light 
souree is different for the two measured overtones of the CR-stretch. This 
is due to the fact that the central wavelength of the absorption feature 
3vcH is 1133 nm. In that region the Si-detector is less sensitive than at 
the central wavelength of 4vcH, which is situated at 870 nm. The total 
light intensity reaching the Si-detector is higher in the experiments with 
the cascaded are, but still the detection limit in the experiment with the 
cascaded are is significantly higher. This is caused by disturbing effects 
of fluctuating line emission intensity. To compare the disturbing speetral 
features in figure 4.11( d) with the sample spectrum, showing clearly the line 
emission of the pinched cascaded are filled with xenon, this sample spectrum 
is displayed in figure 4.12. 

The base intensity (line emission is not taken into account) as detected 
by the Si-detector is also given in table 4.4. 

The intensity of the emission lines of xenon in the cascaded are fluctuate 
in time and cause a severe disturbance of the spectrum. In principle one 
can correct for this effect. Equation 3.12 gives the relation between the 
electron temperature, the electron density and the pressure. If the pressure 
in the cascaded are fluctuates over long time intervals (longer than the time 
interval as has been measured insection 3.3), the electron temperature will 
also change. If the change in the electron density is monitored, by camparing 
the baseline of the sample spectrum and the background spectrum, the 
change in the electron temperature can be determined. This correction has 
not been applied in the current experiment. 
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Another effect, which is not easy to correct for, is the following. When 
the effective light emission from the cascaded are does not originate from the 
same position in the are channel during the measurement, also some distar
tion of the spectrum occurs. Especially for fully self-absorbed emission lines, 
for which the plasma in the are channel is optically thick. Suppose that the 
effective distance of the origin of the light to the optical axis is changed, the 
produced light beam will eventually be directed onto the beamsplitter in the 
Michelsou interferometer in the Fourier transfarm spectrometer at a slightly 
different angle. This results in a small observed wavelength shift in the ob
tained spectrum. When finally the spectrum of the sample measurement 
is divided by the spectrum of the background measurement, a dispersive 
behavior of that emission line is observed. 

4.3 Recommendations 

When the cascaded are is used as the light source, it is better to measure at 
wavelength ranges outside the range where many emission lines are present 
in the spectrum. A better suited wavelength range is: 500 - 600 nm. 

Measurements on the plasma emission, from for example an argon plasma, 
turned out to be difficult to measure. This is probably due to the fact that 
just a low light intensity is detected by the detector in the Fourier transfarm 
spectrometer. This complicates the alignment of the Michelsou interferome
ter in the Fourier transfarm spectrometer. By sending a light beam through 
the plasma in the vessel, and measuring the speetral composition of the 
transmitted light beam at different light beam intensities, the absorption 
and emission by the plasma can be determined. 

It might be possible to obtain information about the processes in the 
cascaded are channel from the self-absorption of the are. 

4.4 Summary 

The working principle of the Fourier transfarm spectrometer has been de
scribed extensively. The purpose of the experiments with this spectrometer 
was to investigate the maximum resolution and detection limit obtainable 
when a cascaded are is used as the light source. 

The maximum resolution is determined to be 0.16 cm-1, without the 
need of extra diaphragms to limit the etendue of the light beam, at a fre
quency of 13100 cm-1 . This implies that no light has to be disregarded 
to perform measurements at this resolution, which is a significant advan
tage of the cascaded are, compared to the near-infrared light souree of the 
Fourier transfarm spectrometer. The detection limit per scan expresses the 
minimum absorbed fraction of the incoming light that can be detected in 
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one scan and is given in table 4.5 for various situations: around a wave
lengthof 763, 870 and 1129 nm in experiments with the cascaded are or the 
near-infrared light source. 

Table 4.5: Summary of the detection limit per scan DL1 at various wave
lengths and for the cascaded are or NIR. 

cascaded are NIR 
763 nm 6.1 x 10 -:l -

870 nm 4.5 x 10 ·! 4.5 x 10 -;j 

1129 nm 1.1 x w-1 4.5 x w- 2 

The difference in the detection limit for the different wavelengths arises 
from the difference in sensitivity of the Si detector used in these experiments 
and in the experiments with the cascaded are also on disturbing effects of 
varying line emission. The detection limit in the single-pass experiments 
around 870 nm and 1129 nm with the NIR is lower than in the experiments 
with the cascaded are, which is due to the varying intensity of the line 
emission of the plasma in the eascaded are. 

In the braadband cavity ring down experiments, which will he described 
in the next ehapter, the totallight intensity eventually reaching the detector 
is the bottle neck in the experiments. The eascaded are will he used, beeause 
of the higher emitted light intensity and the better optical quality of the 
light, whieh results in less losses in the optical system. 
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To decrease the detection limit in a typical absorption experiment, one can 
increase the path length of the light beam travelling through the sample, if 
the sample is optically thin. This has been implemented in a very elegant 
way in cavity ring down spectroscopy. The chapter starts with a theoretica! 
description of the principle of this detection scheme. The existing technique 
is extended for the use in braadband absorption measurements with a rel
atively simple and cheap light source: the cascaded are. The feasibility of 
several braadband cavity ring down variants is investigated. 

The cavity ring down detection scheme is based on the increase of the 
path length of a light beam through a sample. In atmospheric pollution 
measurements, this path length increase can be implemented directly by 
sending a laser beam over a large distance through the atmosphere. 

On a smaller scale a multipass optical cell can be used, where the sample 
is placed between two mirrors. A light beam is directed onto the sample, 
and is reflected back and forth between the mirrors, traversing the sample 
many times. With this method an effective path length of several hundreds 
of meters can be achieved. A sketch of this detection principle is given in 
figure 5.1. 

light beam 

Figure 5.1: A sketch of a multipass cell. 
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Figure 5.2: Pulsed cavity ring down: an intensity pulse is directed into the 
optica! cavity of length d, which contains a sample of length L. An exponential 
decay is detected behind the optica! cavity, the decay time gives information 
about the quality of the cavity and the absorption within the cavity. 

Cavity ring down spectroscopy is also based on the use of two mirrors, 
placed at both sicles of a sample, but now the (pulsed) light is locked between 
two mirrors. The optical axis of the light beam goes through the center of 
both mirrors. The part of the light that enters the optical cavity formed by 
these two mirrors, will be reftected back and forth in the cavity, increasing 
the effective path length. At every reftection on the mirrors, a fraction of 
the light leaks out of the cavity, which is used to monitor the absorption. 
When the reftectivity of the mirrors is very high, an effective path lengthof 
several kilometers can be achieved. 

5.1 Theoretica! description of pulsed cavity ring 
down 

The first cavity ring down absorption experiments were performed using a 
pulsed light source: a dye laser [2]. When the light has been coupled into 
the optical cavity and is reftected back and forth, the cavity is called to be 
ringing, explaining the term ring down. The light leaks out of the optical 
cavity with a characteristic decay time. By measuring the decay time of the 
optical cavity, the amount of the species of interest can be determined. 

To quantify the absorption by the species present in the optical cavity, 
a mathematica! description of the working principle is made. The model 
presented here is based on a pulsed light souree and is called the ping-pong 
model. The light being reftected back en forth between the two mirrors can 
be thought of as a ping-pong hall, immediately explaining the name of this 
model. 

The cavity ring down principle with a pulsed light beam is sketched in 
figure 5.2. The intensity inside an empty cavity, decreases in time due to 
losses in the cavity and losses at the mirrors. The effect of the losses at the 
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mirrors can be described as: 

( 
reilections loss . ) 

I(t) =Ia exp d . · il . · roundtnps , 
roun tnp re ectwn 

(5.1) 

where I a is the intensity of the initia! pulse that has entered the optica! 
cavity and I(t) the intensity present in the cavity after time t. The number 
of roundtrips is given by: 

d 
. te 

roun tnps = 
2
d, (5.2) 

where e represents the speed of light and d the length of the optica! cavity. 
The lossper reileetion is set to 1-R, representing an empty cavity with two 
mirrors forming the optica! cavity with the same reilectivity R. The losses 
due to absorption A of light within the cavity can be described as the loss 
per round trip 2La, ( assuming that the loss « 1) times the number of round 
trips travelled by the light at time t: 

te 
A= (2aL)

2
d, (5.3) 

where a is the absorption coefficient. The loss per reileetion plus the losses 
due to absorption within the cavity result in a time dependenee of the in
tensity: 

I(t) = Ia exp ( -[(1- R) +aL] t;) 

Ia exp ( -~). 
The time constant (T = 1/e time) of this decay is given by: 

dje 
T= . 

(1- R) +aL 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

Thus by introducing an absorbing sample in the optica! cavity, the ring 
down time is lowered compared to an empty cavity. The absorption per 
unit length a can easily be obtained according to: 

a = ~ (2- -2-) ' 
e Tl Ta 

(5.7) 

where Tl is the ring down time of the cavity with an absorber present in it 
and Ta the ring down time of the empty cavity. 

A more thorough analysis [22), where the losses in the cavity follow the 
law of Beer-Lambert gives an equation for the ring down time: 

T(v) = dje L 

ln[R(v)] + Ewi(v) J Ni(x)dx 
a 

(5.8) 
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where TandRare frequency (v) dependent, CTi is the cross-section of species 
i, L the length of the sample and x the linear spatial coordinate. 

The quality of the optical cavity is expressed in the Q-factor: 

(5.9) 

which is the factor with which the effective path length through the sample 
is increased, compared to single-pass absorption measurements. 

When an optical cavity is constructed from two highly reflecting mirrors, 
a light pulse is reflected back and forth between the mirrors for many times, 
before the main part of the light pulse has leaked out of the cavity, as is 
described above. But this can only be the case, when the light beam doesn't 
walk out of the cavity after a number of roundtrips. If the light beam does 
walk out of the cavity, the cavity is called optically unstable. This can be 
caused by sending the light beam under a small angle onto the optical cavity. 
This problem can be overcome by introducing concave mirrors. When two 
identical concave mirrors are used, with a radius of curvature r and placed at 
a distance d from each other, the optical cavity will bestabie when 0 < d < r 
and r < d < 2r. More information about the stability of cavities of various 
geometries can be found in [22]. 

5.2 Theoretica! description of continuous wave cav
ity ring down 

In conventional, pulsed cavity ring down experiments, light is being coupled 
into the optical cavity only during a limited fraction of the total measuring 
time. The data acquisition rate is limited by the repetition rate of the pulsed 
light source. To measure continuously, a continuous wave ( cw) light souree 
is introduced in the cavity ring down experiment. 

There are two different approaches: 

1. cavity enhanced absorption: the cw light beam is directed onto the op
tical cavity and the light that is transmitted by the cavity is measured; 

2. phase shift cavity ring down: the intensity of the light beam is mod
ulated and the phase shift on the modulation, which is introduced by 
the optical cavity is measured. 

These two methods will bedescribed below, starting with the conceptu
ally simplest case of cavity enhanced absorption. 

5.2.1 Cavity enhanced absorption 

In this variant of the cavity ring down detection scheme, a cw light beam 
is sent directly onto the optical cavity and the intensity of the transmitted 
light is measured [5]. 
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Figure 5.3: Phase shift cavity ring down. A sinusoidally modulated light 
beam, with a period T , is sent into an optical cavity. This cavity introduces 
a phase shift on the modulation, which depends on the absorption within the 
cavity. 

Once the light has been coupled into the optical cavity, the mirror re
flectivity R results in a lossper reflection of 1-R. The additionallosses due 
to absorption in the cavity are expressed by A. Following this nomendature 
and the assumption that the optical cavity is constantly illuminated with 
the intensity Iin, the following equation can he constructed for the intensity 
I transmitted by the op ti cal cavity [9]: 

I(v) Iin(v) x (1- R(v)) x (1- A(v)) x (1- R(v)) + (first pass) 

Iin(v) x (1- R(v)) X (1- A(v)) x R(v) X (1- A(v)) x 

R(v) x (1- A(v)) x (1- R(v)) + (second pass) 

· · · + Iin(v)(1- R(v)) 2 R(v) 2n(l- A(v))2n+1 + · · · ((n+1)thpass) 
00 

Iin(v)(1- R(v)) 2(1- A(v)) L R(v) 2n(l- A(v))2n 
n=O 

= I- ( ) (1- R(v)) 2(1- A(v)) 
m v 1- R(v)2(1- A(v)) 2 · 

(5.10) 

By including a spectroscopie instrument like a monochromator or a Fourier 
transform spectrometer in the experimental setup, the absorption spectrum 
can he obtained, if the reflectivity of the mirrors R(v) and the speetral 
composition of the input beam are known. 

5.2.2 Phase shift cavity ring down 

In phase shift cavity ring down, the intensity of the cw light, is sinusoidally 
modulated. By measuring the phase shift introduced by the optical cav
ity on the modulated light beam, the absorption within the cavity can he 
determined [4]. 

The phase shift principle is sketched in figure 5.3. The relation between 
the measured phase shift over the optical cavity and the absorption of the 
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light in the cavity will first be described. The intensity of the beam I(v, t) 
is modulated, which is described by: 

I(v, t) = Ia(v)(1 + f3 (v) sin(nt)), (5.11) 

where Ia is the intensity ofthe unmodulated light beam, f3(v) is the wavenum
ber dependent modulation depth and n the angular modulation frequency. 
The measured intensity leaking out of the cavity is a convolution of the mod
ulated signal from equation 5.11 with the respons of a cavity on an intensity 
pulse (see equation 5.5): 

Cexp (-Ttv))' (5.12) 

where C is a constant. The light leaking out of the cavity can be described 
as: 

Iout = C [too Ia (1 + {3( v) sin(Dt')) exp (- tr(v~') dt' . (5.13) 

In equilibrium, the total energy of the light leaking out of the cavity per time 
interval should equal the energy of the light which is sent into the cavity per 
time interval: 

C [too Ia exp (- tr(v ~~) dt' = Ia, (5.14) 

which implies C = r-1(v). So the light leaking out of the cavity can now 
be written as (for mathematica! details, see appendix C): 

t 

Iout(V, t) Ttv) J I(v, t') exp [- Cr(v~')] dt' (5.15) 

-oo 
Ia [1 + f3(v) sin [nt- arctan(Dr[v])]l (5.16) 

y'1 + f22r 2 (v) 

Ia [1 + 'Y(v) sin(nt + cp(v)] (5.17) 

In equation 5.17 a phase difference can be recognized between the incoming 
light beam and the light beam leaving the optical cavity, which can be 
related to the ring down time T by: 

tan[cp(v)] = -nr(v). (5.18) 

Because n is known in the experiment and cp(v) is measured, the r(v) can 
be determined and linked to the absorption via equation 5.6. Also the am
plitude of the modulation is attenuated and can be linked to the absorption 
in the cavity: 

(5 .19) 
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Figure 5.4: Simple model of a working cavity. C1 is the coupling efficiency, 
C2 the mirror reflectivity = 0.9998. The time delay due to the roundtrip in the 
cavity is set to 4 x 10-5 s. The signa! on the PMT can be compared with the 
signa! from the pulse generator to determine the phase shift introduced by the 
optica! cavity. 

but this quantity is harder to measure. By using a lock-in amplifier, the 
phase shift introduced by the optica! cavity can be determined very accu
rately. As the modulation is delayed by the optica! cavity, the phase angle 
is by definition negative. 

Modulation shape 

The phase shift relation derived in the previous section demands a sinu
soidally modulated input beam. The influence of a deviating modulation 
shape on the observed phase shift is investigated by means of a Matlab 
Simulink simulation. lts block scheme is given in figure 5.4. The modula
tion frequency is set to 2 Hz, the time delay due to the roundtrip in the 
cavity is to 4 x w-5 s. The ratio of the roundtrip time to the period time 
of the modulation corresponds within a factor of 2 to the experimental con
ditions in which a modulation frequency of 18 kHz and a roundtrip time of 
2.4 ns is used. 

The results for various types of modulation are shown in figure 5.5. 
Figure 5.5(a) shows a sinusoidally modulated intensity of the input beam 
and the resulting intensity of the output beam. A phase difference can he 
recognized between the two curves, and also the modulation amplitude is 
reduced. Figure 5.5(b) shows the same situation, but here the intensity of 
the input beam is triangle-shaped modulated. Figure 5.5(c) shows a block
shaped modulation, from which the ring-down time of this artificial cavity 
can be obtained directly: T = 0.09984 s. 

The calculated phase shift b.cp for a sinusoidally modulated light beam 
at a modulation frequency of 2 Hz and a ring-down time of 0.09984 s is 
b.cp = -51.44 o, according to equation 5.18. The phase shift obtained from 
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Figure 5.5: Various shapes of the imposed modulation on the intensity of the 
light beam. The phase shift at the same modulation frequency is shown for the 
various modulation shapes. 
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Table 5.1: Simulation results to check the tangens dependenee of the phase 
shift on the modulation frequency and the ring down time. 

freq (Hz) Ll'Psim(
0

) Ll'Pcalc(
0

) 

18.5 x10J -34.85 -34.89 
1.00 x 10° -75.24 -75.14 
3.04 xl0° -87.55 -89.50 

figure 5.5(a) is: -51.45 °, which corresponds to the calculated value. The 
phase shift obtained from figure 5.5(b) is -49.39 ° and deviates from the 
phase shift on the sinusoidally modulated signal. This means that care has 
to be taken to introduce a neat sinusoidal modulation in the experiments. 

The settings Cz=0.9998, a time delay of 2.4 ns and a ring-down time 
T = 6 mus correspond to the optica! cavity which is used in the experiments 
described in this report. The calculated phase shift, based on these numbers 
is given in table 5.1 for various frequencies and is compared with the phase 
shift observed in the results from the simulation program. The tangens 
behavior of equation 5.18 is clearly illustrated: the phase shift for very high 
modulation frequencies approaches 90 °. 

Modulators 

For modulation frequencies up until 20 kHz a mechanical chopper is used, 
which consists of a rotating chopper blade. In principle a rotating chopper 
blade is not perfectly suited for phase shift measurements. The problem 
introduced by a chopper blade is that the phase angle of the modulation at 
a fixed position ( for example at the first minor of the cavity) varies over the 
cross-section of the light beam, compared to the reference signal obtained 
from the chopper. This position dependenee over the cross-section of the 
light beam is smeared out in the optical cavity, but an uncertainty is intro
duced in the determination of the so-called zero-phase. The zero-phase is 
the phase shift between the trigger signal from the modulator and the de
tected signal, when no superminors are present in the cavity. By comparing 
the phase shift between the zero-phase and the measured phase, with the 
superminors installed in the optical cavity, the phase shift introduced only 
by the optical cavity is determined. A very important advantage of using a 
chopper blade in broadband cavity ring down experiments is the modulation 
depth of 100%. 

For a modulation frequency of 100 kHz, a photoelastic modulator is 
used. This type of modulator is in principle better suited for phase shift 
measurements, because the phase of the modulation at a fixed position in 
the experimental setup is constant over the cross-section of the light beam. 
The working principle of this modulator is based on birefringence of the 
optical active material in the modulator. lt means that different linear 
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Figure 5.6: The phase shift represented as a vector with length R and in
phase and out-phase components (Rin) and (Rout)· The lengthof the vector 
corresponds with the amplitude of the intensity modulation imposed on the 
light beam. 

polarizations have slightly different speeds of light when passing through 
the materiaL This phenomenon occurs, when a transparant solid material is 
compressed or stressed and is called: photoelasticity. The material used in 
the modulator is fused silica. By attaching a piezo crystal to the material, an 
oscillating birefringent behavior can be created at a fixed, tuned frequency. 
By placing a polarizer in front of the photoelastic modulator ( oriented at 
45° to the modulator a.xis) and one behind the modulator (oriented at -45° 
to the modulator a.xis), a linearly polarized, intensity modulated light beam 
is created. The type of the photoelastic modulator used in the experiments 
is a PEM-90 from HINDS Instruments. An important disadvantage of using 
a photoelastic modulator in broadband cavity ring downexperimentsis the 
light intensity attenuation, which is approximately 30% and the non-ideal 
modulation depth, which is at best 50%. 

Lock-in amplifier 

A lock-in amplifier is used to determine the phase shift introduced by the 
optical cavity on a sinusoidally modulated light beam. This phase shift can 
be represented as a phase angle, which is sketched in figure 5.6. The length 
of the vector R represents the amplitude of the modulation on the light 
intensity. The vector can be decomposed into its in-phase (~n ) and out
phase (Rout) components. The lock-in amplifier is capable of determining 
~n and Raut· 

When the signal Vin is free of noise, it can be represented as a true 
sinusoidal function, as in: 

Vin= Acos(wt), (5.20) 

where wis the angular frequency. Todetermine the phase shift , a reference 
signal is necessary. This reference frequency is generated by the lock-in 
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Figure 5.7: The working principle of the lock-in amplifier. A reference signal 
is created from a trigger signal from the modulator, which is not shown in this 
sketch. The obtained reference signal B is multiplied with the input signal A 
and only the DC component of the signal is detected by sending the signal 
through a low-pass filter. 

amplifier, basedon the trigger signal from the modulator and can be shifted 
over an angle (): 

Vref = B cos(wt + B) (5.21) 

The signal Vin is multiplied with the reference signal, resulting in the signal 
V mix: 

A cos(wt) x B cos(wt + B) 
1 1 

2AB cos(B) + 2AB cos(2wt + B) . 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 

By sending this signal through a low-pass filter before it is detected, a DC 
signal is recorded and is averaged over an adjustable time interval. This 
signal is proportional to the magnitude of the input signal A and the eosine 
of the phase angle () between the detected signal and the reference signal. 

The working principle is sketched in figure 5.7. The inputsignalis first 
fed through a bandpass filter, to get rid of frequencies of no interest, and 
then mixed (multiplied) with a reference signal that can be shifted in phase. 
The mixedsignalis fed through a low-pass filtertoselect the DC component 
of the output signal. 

The type of loek in amplifier used in the experiments described in this 
report is a DSP lock-in amplifier, model 7260 from EG&G Instruments. 

5.2.3 Cavity modes 

In the theory presented thus far, no frequency dependenee on the possibility 
to couple light into the optical cavity is expected. It will be shown later 
that this model sufRees for the broadband cavity ring down experiments 
described in this report . But in conventional cavity ring down experiments, 
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a frequency dependenee on the possibility of coupling light into the cavity is 
observed. This is explained by the introduetion of cavity modes. To place 
the broadband cavity ring down experiments in the field of the many cavity 
ring down variants, a short description of the cavity mode theory and its 
implications are given below. 

Modes in coherent cavity ring down 

When a pulsed coherent light souree (a laser) is used with a pulse dura
tion longer than the roundtrip time in the optical cavity, interference takes 
place. Laser pulse fragments interfere with each other when they are at 
the same place and are travelling in the same direction. The result is that 
standing electromagnetic waves are formed in the cavity. These standing 
electromagnetic waves are called cavity modes. They exist for discrete fre
quencies, which are determined by the boundary conditions introduced by 
the mirrors of the optical cavity. Light entering the optical cavity which has 
a frequency different from one of the cavity modes, will interfere destruc
tively in the cavity and will not he detected. Care has to he taken not to 
miss any absorption features due to this effect. The boundary conditions 
are: 

1. the Maxwell equations at the mirrors, 

2. the transverse shape of the light beam at a certain position in the 
cavity is the same after exactly one roundtrip between the mirrors. 

The cavity resonance frequencies îiqpl can he determined and are given by 
[23] : 

îiqpl = cd [q + ~ arctan ( d ) (2p + l + 1)] , 
2 11' Jd(2r- d) 

(5.24) 

where Îiqpl is expressed in Hz, p, m and n are integers, d the length of the 
cavity and r the radius of curvature of the mirrors. The Free Speetral Range 
(FSR) expresses the distance (in frequency units) between the modes. The 
Free Speetral Ranges for the longitudinal FSRlong and transversal modes 
FSRtrans are given by: 

FSRlong 

FSRtrans 

c 
2d' 

c [r- dJ 
21T'd arccos -r- . 

(5.25) 

(5.26) 

The Finesse ( F) is a measure of the filling of the frequency space by the 
different cavity modes. 

(5.27) 
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where (~zï1;2 ) is the FWHM value of the transmission peak of a cavity 
mode. This means that the Finesse of the optical cavity should be low 
for braadband cavity ring down experiments compared to single wavelength 
cavity ring down experiments. In this way, light over a large speetral region 
can be coupled into the optical cavity. In the limit that light of all frequencies 
can be coupled into the optical cavity, the mode structure is called: quasi 
continuous. When an experiment with a pulsed laser has been set up, the 
frequency selectivity is highest, when the Finesse is the highest. 

When two plane mirrors are used and the input beam is perpendicular 
to the mirrors the FWHM of a cavity mode is given by [22]: 

c (1- R) ~zï1;2 = 2nnd VJi · (5.28) 

In this equation, n is the refractive index of the material inside of the cavity 
and R the reflectivity of the mirrors. 

When the expression from equation 5.28 is used for the concave mirrors, 
an estimation of the Finesse of the optical cavity can be obtained. 

Modes in incoherent cavity ring down 

When an incoherent light souree is used, there is no definite phase relation 
between the electric field of the individual photons. The authors in [24] show 
that the co herenee length of the light is of no importance for the existence of 
cavity modes. So in principle this has tobetaken into account. In braadband 
cavity ring down experiments, performed at a low to intermediate resolution, 
these modes don't have to be considered, as long as the mode structure is 
quasi-continuous. 

Modulation frequency limits 

When the incoming light beam consistsof monochromatic light (for example 
a diode laser), it can only be coupled into the cavity when a mode exists in 
the cavity corresponding to the laser mode. Due to thermal or mechanical 
movements of the supermirrors forming the optical cavity and possible in
stabilities in the optical axis of the laser beam, the cavity mode matches to 
the incoming light beam only during a limited time interval. If the time of 
coupling light into the cavity is smaller than one period of the imposed mod
ulation and the light is coupled into the optical cavity with a lower frequency 
than the modulation frequency, the light intensity eventually reaching the 
photomultiplier tube is sampled with a low effective frequency. It is ex
pected that the lock-in amplifier, which is used to detect the phase shift, 
will experience serious problems in this situation. 

For high frequencies, this methad works for a number of cycles of the 
imposed modulation correctly: as long as the cavity mode corresponding 
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to the wavelength of the incoming light exists. When that mode doesn't 
exist anymore, the cavity is not ringing anymore and no phase difference 
is introduced by the optical cavity. At the same time the light intensity 
reaching the photomultiplier tube behind the optical cavity is significantly 
lower compared to the ringing cavity. The lock-in amplifier used to detect 
the phase shift, can deal with this, so no high modulation frequency limit is 
expected. 

When the incoming light beam consists of polychromatic or white light, 
it can always partly be coupled into the cavity, when a quasi-continuous 
mode structure in the cavity is assumed. In that case, no low modulation 
frequency detection limit is expected. 

5.3 Broadband cavity ring down variants 

In this section, three braadband variants on the cavity ring down detection 
scheme are introduced and their feasibility is investigated: Fourier transfarm 
cavity enhanced absorption, where the light is sent directly on the optica! 
cavity and two variants that exploit the advantages of an intensity modu
lated light beam: Fourier transfarm phase shift cavity ring down and Fourier 
transfarm phase shift cavity enhanced absorption. First, the experimental 
setup will be described. 

5.3.1 Experimental setup 

General 

The general experimental setup is sketched in figure 5.8. The pinched cas
caded are is depicted on the left. The light beam originating from the 
pinched cascaded are is directed into the Fourier transfarm spectrometer in 
the same way as discussed in section 4.2.1. The internallight souree of the 
Fourier transfarm spectrometer can also be used. This is the near-infrared 
light source, indicated with NIR. The light from the NIR is directed on an 
aperture wheel to set the etendue of the light beam, befare it is sent onto 
the beamsplitter of the Michelson interferometer. The movement of the 
moveable mirror in the Michelson interferometer is indicated with !::J.L. A 
parabalie mirror is placed in the sample campartment to couple the light 
beam out of the Fourier transfarm spectrometer. At the same time the 
diameter of the light beam is reduced, because this parabalie mirror acts 
as a telescope. Via another plane mirror, the light beam is directed onto 
the optical cavity and the transmitted light is detected by a photomultiplier 
tube (RCA C31034-05), which has a quanturn efficiency of 10% at a wave
length of 880 nm. The signal from the photomultiplier is directed through 
a pre-amplifier and a bandpass filter, which are implemented on a low-noise 
amplifier from Brookdeal electranies LTD, type 450. The signal from the 
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Figure 5.8: Experimental setup for the broadband cavity ring down experi
ments. 

photomultiplier is analyzed by the software from the Fourier transform spec
trometer: OPUS, version 4.2. 

To extend the possibilities of the experimental setup to perform measure
ments with an intensity modulated light beam, a chopper is included. In this 
case a photoelastic modulator (see section 5.2.2) can be installed between 
the parabolic mirror which couples the light out of the Fourier transform 
spectrometer and the optical cavity. The reference signal obtained directly 
from the modulator is directed to the lock-in amplifier, where it is mixed 
with the signal from the photomultiplier. The lock-in amplifier has been 
discussed insection 5.2.2. 

The moveable mirror of the Michelson interferometer in the Fourier 
transform spectrometer is scanning continuously during a conventional mea
surement. To move this mirror step by step, a trigger signal is generated 
in the PC. This will be implemented in the Fourier transfarm phase shift 
cavity ring down experiments. 

Optical cavity 

The optical cavity is formed by two identical plano-concave supermirrors 
with a radius of curvator of 1 m. They are positioned at the place of the win
dows in the absorption cell. The type of the supermirrors is 10CVOOSR.40F 
from Newport, which have a maximum reflectivity of R = 99.98% over the 
wavelength range: 760 - 840 nm according to the specifications. 

The longitudinal and transversal free speetral ranges, the FWHM of the 
cavity modes, the Finesse, the Q-factor, the length of the cavity and the 
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Table 5.2: The quantities of the optica! cavity used in the experiments. 
FSRtong 418 MHz 
FSRtrans 116 Mhz 

!1vl/2 26.5 kHz 
Finesse 4.4 x lO,j 

Q-factor 5000 
length of the cavity 36 cm 

Ring-down time of empty cavity 6 f..tS 

ring-down time of the empty cavity, allbasedon the manufacturers data for 
the components are given in table 5.2. 

Signal strength 

The signal strength is an important limiting factor in the broadband cavity 
ring down experiments described in this section. The signal strengtbs T0 , 

T1 and T2 correspond to the signal strength with zero, one and two minors 
installed respectively, as is detected by the photomultiplier placed behind the 
optical cavity. The measurements are performed in the wavelength range 
760 - 840 nm, which is the speetral region in which the superminors are 
highly reflecting. The relation between these intensities is determined to be: 

0.0014 To 

0.11 T1 

(5.29) 

(5.30) 

From equation 5.29 the reflectivity of the superminor follows: R = 1- 0.0014 
= 0.9986, resulting in Q-factor of 714, which is less than the specified value 
of Q = 5000. This might be due to the degradation of the superminor, or 
to scatter losses, caused by residual dust on the minors. By instaHing the 
second minor in the optical cavity, a factor 9 of the light intensity is lost, 
which is higher than the factor 2, which is expected when the light leaves the 
optical cavity only by leaking through one of the two supermirrors. Possible 
explanations are: 

1. The light that has been ringing between the two superminors leaks 
out of the cavity with a bigger divergence compared to the light that 
only passes one cavity minor. The result would be that a fraction of 
the light is not detected by the photomultiplier. 

2. The diameter of the light beam is large when it is sent onto the optical 
cavity, especially compared with experiments performed with lasers. 
This may cause a significant part of the light to walk out of the op ti cal 
cavity, this will show up as extra losses in the cavity. 
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Table 5.3: The transmission of the various elements present in the experimen
tal setup. 

element transmission 
Michelsou interferometer 0.50 

various mirrors 0.90 
1 st cavity mirror 0.0014 

2nd cavity mirror 0.11 
diaphragms 0.3 

optical filters 0.90 
photoelastic modulator 0.70 

polarizers before and after PEM 0.50 
modulation depth @ 100kHz 0.27 

total, non-modulated 1.9 x 10 -:> 

total, modulated 1.7 x 10 -ti 

An absolute signal strength analysis is made in the speetral region: 760 
- 840 nm. The transmission of the various elements present in the experi
mental setup are given in table 5.3. 

The total power of light, which is emitted by the pinched cascaded are, 
when it is filled with argon, in this wavelength range is 2.0 mW, as deter
mined from table 3.2. The light power reaching the photomultiplier in a 
non-modulated experiment, based on the values in table 5.3 is 3.8 x 10-8 

W , which corresponds to 1.5 x 1011 photons / second at a wavelengthof 800 
nm. The absolute signal strength in this wavelength range has also been 
determined with the photomultiplier tube: 6.4 x 10-8 W . This value is in 
the right order of magnitude. 

Various light sourees 

The signal strength as detected by the photomultiplier placed behind the 
optical cavity is investigated for the three different light sourees used in 
the experiments: the near-infrared light souree of the Fourier transfarm 
spectrometer and the pinched cascaded are, filled with argonor xenon. The 
ratio between the detected signal strength S in the wavelength range 810 -
880 nm is determined to be: 

Sarc,Xe = 3.6 X Sarc,Ar = 5.6 X SNJR, (5.31) 

where Sarc,Xe and Sarc,Ar represent the signal strength as detected when the 
pinched cascaded are is used and filled with xenon or argon respectively and 
SNIR the signal strength as detected when the near-infrared light souree of 
the Fourier transfarm spectrometer is used. 
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Light intensity per cavity mode 

When the cascadedareis used in the absorption experiment and filled with 
Xe at a pressure of 3.1 bar and a current of 20 A is sent through the are 
channel, the light power per cavity mode is calculated to be 9.5 x w- 12 

W. This corresponds to 3.8 x 107 photons per second per cavity mode at a 
wavelength of 800 nm. 

Fundamental detection limit 

A total number of It = 2 x lüll photons/s reaches the photomultiplier placed 
behind the optical cavity in the speetral range of 760 - 840 nm. According to 
the Poisson statistics, a noise of VTt is expected on this signal. This results 
in a minimum absorption of JTt that can be detected. If the speetral width 
of the absorption is smaller than 80 nm, this has to be taken into account. 
This results in a minimum detectable absorption due to the overtone 4vcH 
of benzene of 8.0 x w-6 , if all other sourees of noise are eliminated. 

5.3.2 Fourier transfarm cavity enhanced absorption 

The cavity enhanced absorption principle, which is described insection 5.2.1, 
is applied in braadband absorption measurements. The light beam is sent 
onto the optical cavity. The part of the light that passes the first superminor 
of the optical cavity, is refiected back and forth between the two supermir
rors, traversing the sample many times. This results in a larger fraction 
of the light being absorbed by the sample. By measuring the light that 
is transmitted by the optical cavity and analyzing its speetral composition 
by means of a Fourier transfarm spectrometer, for the situation with and 
without a sample in the optical cavity, the absorption strength can be de
termined. Two different incoherent light sourees are used: the near-infrared 
light souree (NIR) and the pinched cascaded are. 

Experimental setup 

The experimental setup is sketched in figure 5.8. When the NIR is used, 
mirror A is taken out of the experimental setup, otherwise the light of the 
cascaded are is directed through the system. The cascaded are is operated 
on xenon at a pressure of 3.3 bar and a current of 19 A is sent through the are 
channel. The signal from the photomultiplier is fed through the bandpass 
filter and pre-amplifier and is analyzed by the Opus software. During the 
experiment, the absorption cell is heated to just above room temperature, 
to prevent benzene from condensing on the supermirrors. The settings of 
the Fourier transfarm spectrometer are given in table 5.4 for the experiment 
with the NIR and the pinched cascaded are used as the light source. 
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Table 5.4: Settings of the Fourier transform spectrometer in the FTCEA ex
periment on benzene. 

NIR easeaded are 
number of scans 200 400 

sample scanning time 455 s 1680 s 
folding limits 7899 - 15798 cm ·1 7899- 15798 cm ·1 

zero filling factor 1 1 
resolution 8 cm ·1 8 cm -1 

apodization function Blackmann Harris 3-term Blackmann Harris 3-term 

The superminors are highly reflective in the wavelength region of 760 -
840 nm, which conesponds to the frequency range: 11905- 13158 cm-1. The 
minorscan he used in the wavelength range: 720- 880 nm (11400- 13900 
cm-1 ), but the reflectivity decreases at the edges of this speetral region. 
Optical filters are used to attenuate the light outside of the speetral range 
where the superminors are highly reflecting. This is necessary, because 
otherwise the signal of interest will he a factor (1 - R) lower than the light 
outside of the speetral range of interest, which complicates the detection. 

The absorption cell in figure 5.8 is pumped down and a background 
measurement is performed. After filling the absorption cell with benzene to 
its vapor pressure, the sample measurement is performed. The ratio between 
the obtained sample and background spectra results in the transmission by 
the optical cavity. 

Benzene absorption with the near-infrared light souree 

The results of the absorption measurement with the near-infrared light 
souree (NIR) are given in figure 5.9. The central part of the interfera
gram obtained from the measurement on an empty absorption cell is given 
in figure 5.9(a). The total interferogram contains 1999 data points, but the 
signal at minor positions further away from the centerburst than 500 steps 
can not he distinguished from noise. The same part of the interferogram 
is shown for the measurement on the absorption cell, which is filled with 
benzene. The resolution of the spectra obtained from these interferograms, 
is artificially decreased to 50 cm - 1 , by only Fourier transforming the cen
tral part of the interferograms. In this way, the part of the interferogram 
containing only noise is disregarded. The background and sample spectrum 
are given in figure 5.9(c). An absorption feature around 11500 cm-1 can he 
observed, which is due to absorption by benzene present in the absorption 
cell (overtone 4vcH)- The transmission, which is obtained by dividing the 
sample spectrum on the background spectrum, is given in figure 5.9(d). 

A maximum absorption of 10 % is observed, which is an increase of a 
factor Q = 56 compared to the single-pass measurements in section 4.2.4. 
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Figure 5.9: Incoherent broadband cavity enhanced absorption on benzene 
with the near-infrared light souree of the Fourier transform spectrometer used 
as the light source. The interferograms of the background and sample mea
surement are shown (a and b) . The corresponding spectra are given in (c). 
The resolution ofthe spectra is artificially reduced from 8 cm- 1 to 50 cm- 1 by 
Fourier transforming only the central part of the interferograms. The transmis
sion is obtained by dividing the sample spectrum by the background spectrum 
and is displayed in (d). 
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The Q-factor obtained in this way is lower than the Q-factor determined in 
section 5.3.1 (Q = 714), which might be caused by several reasons: 

1. residual scattering on the mirrors; 

2. an imperfect alignment of the light beam through the optical cavity; 

3. the diameter of the light beam on the first cavity mirror is relatively 
large, especially compared to experiments with lasers, which might 
cause a significant fraction of the light beam to walk out of the op ti cal 
cavity, reducing the effective path length through the sample; 

4. despite of heating the absorption cell to just above room temperature, 
it might be possible that a thin film of benzene is forming on the super
minors during the measurement, changing the mirror characteristics. 

By determining which fraction of the light should be absorbed, in order 
to be discriminated from noise in the transmission curve and dividing this 
fraction by the Q-factor of the optical cavity (56 in this case) , the detection 
limit of the measurement is obtained. It represents the minimum absorption 
per pass that can be detected. The detection limit per scan is determined 
in this way to DL1 = 1.5 x w-2 . This value is obtained from the value for 
the detection limit after N scans DLN by: DL1 = DLN x ffi. 

Benzene absorption with the pinched cascaded are 

The result of the benzene absorption experiment with the cascaded are used 
as the light souree is given in figure 5.10. An absorption feature is observed 
around 11500 cm-1. According to section 4.2.4, a maximum of 40 % ab
sorption by benzene corresponds to a Q-factor of the optical cavity of 247, 
which is significantly lower than the measured Q-factor obtained in section 
5.3.1 of 714, but significantly higher than in the experiment with the NIR 
used as the light source. This is probably due to the same reasans as in the 
measurement with the NIR. 

In figure 5.10 several peaks can be observed in the frequency range of 
11200 - 11300 cm-1 . These peaks are also observed in figure 4.11 and are 
caused by varying xenon emission lines during the measurement. 

Conclusions 

By introducing the optical cavity, the absorption by benzene around 11500 
cm-1 is increased withafactor 69 compared to the single-pass measurement 
with the near-infrared light souree of the Fourier transfarm spectrometer. 
The detection limit per scan is not improved with that factor, because the 
total light intensity behind the optical cavity is three orders of magnitude 
lower than in the single-pass measurements, resulting in more noise on the 
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Figure 5.10: Fourier transform cavity enhanced absorption on benzene with 
the pinched cascaded are used as the light source. The background and sample 
spectra are given1 together with the corresponding transmission. 
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observed interferograms than in the single-pass measurement. The detection 
limit per pass is determined to 1.5 x 10-2 . 

When the pinched cascaded are is used as the light source, the absorption 
by benzene around 11500 cm-1 is increased withafactor 247, compared to 
the single-pass measurement. The detection limit per scan is determined to 
DL1 = 6.5 x 10-3 . Compare this with the detection limits obtained from 
the single-pass measurements from section 4.2.4 of DL1 = 4.5 x 10-3 and 
DL1 = 4.5 x 10-1 for the absorption measurements with the NIR and the 
pinched cascaded are respectively. 

So by including the optical cavity and using the pinched cascaded are as 
the light source, the absorption by benzene is amplified and the detection 
limit is lowered with a factor 77, but is not better than the single-pass 
measurements with the NIR. 

5.3.3 Fourier transfarm phase shift cavity ring down 

To achieve a higher signal to noise level in the experimental results of the 
braadband cavity ring down experiments, a longer averaging time is neces
sary. In Fourier transfarm phase shift cavity ring down spectroscopy, the 
phase shift principle as has been discussed in section 5.2.2, is exploited. The 
intensity of the light beam is modulated, and a lock-in amplifier is used to 
detect the phase shift on the modulation, which is introduced by the optical 
cavity. The phase shift is determined indirectly, by treating the in-phase 
and out-phase componentsof the modulation intensity independently. Also 
in this case a braadband continuous wave light souree is used as the light 
souree and the speetral dependenee of the phase shift is investigated by 
means of a Fourier transfarm spectrometer. 

The advantages of the Fourier transfarm spectrometer have been dis
cussed extensively in chapter 4. An important difference compared to the 
other experiments with this spectrometer that are described in this report is 
the movement of the moveable mirror in the Michelson in tederometer. The 
moveable mirror is not scanning continuously, but it moves step by step 
through the interferogram. The lock-in amplifier detects the phase shift at 
each mirror position indirectly, before the moveable mirror is triggered to 
move to the next position. The theory necessary to obtain the absorption 
spectrum from the measured data, is described below. 

Theory 

The intensity, as detected by the photomultiplier placed behind the optical 
cavity, varies as a function of time. This is due to the intensity modulation 
by the photoelastic modulator and the interference effects in the Michelson 
interferometer in the Fourier transfarm spectrometer, as has been described 
in chapter 4. Combining equation 4.1 and equation 5.17 results in an expres-
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sion for the light intensity Idet(x, t) that is detected by the photomultiplier 
as a function of the position of the moveable mirror in the Michelson inter
ferometer x and time t: 

Idet(x,t) = 4!

00

Io(v) [1+ (J(v) sin(Dt+<p(v))l x 
y'l + D2T(v)2 

0 

cos2 
( 7r11X )dv. (5.32) 

Here Io is the intensity of the light beam before it is modulated, (3 the 
modulation depthof the intensity of the light beam before it is sent onto the 
optical cavity, n the angular frequency of the modulation, T the ring-down 
time of the optical cavity, cf; the phase shift introduced by the optical cavity 
on the modulation and v the frequency of the light in cm-1. Integrating 
equation 5.32 over the frequency gives: 

Idet(x, t) =A( x)+ B(x) sin(Dt) + C(x) cos(Dt). (5.33) 

Bothof the terms B(x) and C(x) can be obtained from the lock-in amplifier: 
it are the out- and in-phase components of the amplitude of the modulated 
intensity respectively, as is described in section 5.2.2. The in- or out- phase 
component of the intensity as a function of the position of the moveable 
mirror of the Michelson interferometer is called respectively the in- and out
phase interferogram. The terms B(x) and C(x) can be expressedas [25]: 

00 

B(x) = J 2Io(v)(J(v) cos[<p(v)][l + cos(21rvx)]dv, (5.34) 
.jl + tan2 (<p(v)) 

0 
00 

C(x) = J 2Io(v)(J(v) sin[<p(v)][l + cos(21rvx)]dv. (5.35) 
.jl + tan2 (<p(v)) 

0 

Applying the eosine Fourier Transformation to the terms B(x) and C(x) 
results in the relations for 11 > 0: 

Fcos [B(x)] (v) 

Fcos [C(x)] (v) = 

Io(v)(J(v) cos(cf;(v)) 
y'l + D2T(v)2 

Io(v)(J(v) sin(cf;(v)). 
y'l + D2T(v)2 

(5.36) 

(5.37) 

From these relations, an expression for the phase shift can be obtained for 
11 > 0: 

(
-+.) Fcos [C(x)] (v) 

tan '~' - ---:='-~=----7-~-:--:-
- Fcos [B(x)] (v) · 

(5.38) 

In practice this means that in- and out-phase interferograms are measured 
via the lock-in amplifier at discrete mirror positions. The corresponding in-
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Table 5.5: Settings of the Fourier transform spectrometer and the lock-in am
plifier. 

number of data points 2000 
total measuring time 2 hr 45 min 

zero filling factor 8 
resolution 0.5 cm-1 

apodization function Blackmann Harris 3-term 
integration time lock-in 500 ms 
relaxation time loek in 2.5 s 

averages per mirror position 5 

and out-phase spectra are obtained by applying the standard Fast Fourier 
Transfarm algorithm. The ratio of the in-phase spectrum to the out-phase 
spectrum can be linked to the ring-down time ( and the absorption within 
the optical cavity) by equation 5.18. The results are given as cavity losses 
per cm cavity length, which is obtained from equation 5.7. 

Two samples are investigated with this technique: absorption by at
mospheric molecular oxygen (the spin-forbidden band: b1I;t(v' = 0) +

X3I;_g(v" = 0)) and absorption by benzene in the gas phase. These experi
ments will bedescribed below. 

Molecular oxygen absorption 

The absorption by molecular oxygen, has been measured previously [8] on 
the experimental setup as is sketched in figure 5.8 . The conventional cas
caded are is used as the light source. lts are channel is filled with xenon at a 
pressure of 3 bar and a current of 22 A is sent through it. The photoelastic 
modulator introduces the required intensity modulation on the light beam 
at a frequency of 100 kHz. The zero-phase is determined by removing the 
first supermirror of the optical cavity, and setting the observed phase on the 
lock-in amplifier to 0°. The determination of the data points of the in- and 
out-phase interferograms, takes place at discrete positions of the moveable 
mirror in the Michelsou interferometer. Optical filters are implemented to 
select a narrow frequency band, containing a single xenon line. The result 
is that the light intensity per frequency unit is relatively high, compared to 
real braadband absorption measurements, where the light intensity due to 
line emission is neglected. The settings of the Fourier transfarm spectrom
eter and the lock-in amplifier are given in table 5.5. The relaxation time of 
the lock-in amplifier is the waiting time aftereach mirror displacement, in
cluded to make sure the mirror is not vibrating during the measurement and 
to avoid hysteresis effects in the lock-in amplifier due to the long integration 
time. 

The result is given in figure 5.11. The cavity lossper cm cavity length is 
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Figure 5.11: Fourier transfarm phase shift cavity ring down measurement on 
molecular oxygen absorption [8]. The loss per cm cavity length is plotted as a 
function of the frequency. 

given as a function of the frequency. The detection limit per scan DL1 for 
an integration time of 0.5 s and a cavity lengthof 36 cm is: DLN x VN = 

2.4 x w-4 , with N the number of averages per mirror position and DLN 
the observed detection limit after N averages, which is a factor 27 better 
than in the Fourier transfarm cavity enhanced absorption measurements on 
benzene with the pinched cascaded are used as the light source. This is 
caused by the long integration time, the frequency selectivity of the lock-in 
amplifier and the higher light intensity per frequency unit. 

Empty eavity with the near-infrared light souree 

To investigate the feasibility of this method with the near-infrared light 
souree of the Fourier transfarm spectrometer used as the light source, a 
measurement on an empty cavity is performed. 

From the bad signal to noise levels observed in the results can be con
cluded that Fourier transfarm phase shift cavity ring down absorption mea
surements with the NIR can not be succesful. 

Benzene absorption with the pinehed easeaded are 

The absorption cell is filled with benzene and a Fourier transfarm phase 
shift cavity ring down experiment is started. The zero-phase is determined 
by placing an optical fibre in the light beam just in front of the optical 
cavity and directing this light directly to the photomultiplier. The pinched 
cascaded are is used as the light souree and is filled with xenon at a pressure 
of 3.3 bar and a current of 19 A is sent through the are channel. The settings 
of the Fourier transfarm spectrometer and the lock-in amplifier are given in 
table 5.6. 

The complete in- and out-phase interferograms are given in figure 5.12(a) 
and 5.12(b) respectively. These interferograms contain less data points than 
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Table 5.6: Settings of the Fourier transform spectrometer and the lock-in am
plifier in the Fourier transfarm phase shift cavity ring down experiment with 
the pinched cascaded are. The absorption due to benzene is investigated. 

number of data points 505 
total measuring time 18 min 30 s 

zero filling factor 1 
resolution 36 cm ·l 

apodization function Blackmann Harris 3-term 
integration time lock-in 200 ms 
relaxation time loek in 200 ms 

averages per mirror position 10 

in the Fourier transfarm cavity enhanced absorption measurements, because 
the resolution is set to a higher value (32 cm-1 ). The obtained in- and out
phase spectra are given in figure 5.12( c) . The cavity losses are calculated 
and given in figure 5.12(d). 

An increase in the cavity losses due to absorption by benzene is expected 
around 11500 cm-1. A peak is observed in figure 5.12(d), but it is situated 
at 11600 cm - 1 instead of 11500 cm - 1 . The detection limit is determined 
to DL1 > 3.4 x 10-3 and the Q-factor is obtained from the observed phase 
shift and equation 5.18. 

The reason that no absorption has been detected, is probably the insta
bility of the cascaded are during the measurement. This instability during 
the measurement scrambles the interferogram in an unpredictable way. 

Conclusions 

The Fourier transfarm phase shift cavity ring down principle has been ap
plied succesfully in a molecular oxygen absorption experiment. The detec
tion limit per scan is determined to 2.4 x w-4 for an integration time of the 
lock-in amplifier of 0.5 s, which is an impravement of a factor 254, compared 
to the single-pass absorption measurements on molecular oxygen. 

This methad is not succesful when the NIR is used as the light source, 
due to the low emitted light intensity. 

With the pinched cascaded are operated on xenon used as the light 
source, promising results are obtained, but no absorption is visible. This 
is probably caused by the instability of the pinched cascaded are during 
the measurement. The reason that the instability is not so dramatic in the 
molecular oxygen absorption experiment, is that in that case only one xenon 
peak is transmitted by the optical filters placed in front of the optical cavity. 
When the light intensity of that particular line is varying in time, a shift 
of the baseline of the interferogram is observed, but the interferogram itself 
does not change. 
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Figure 5.12: Fourier transfarm phase shift cavity ring down experiment on 
benzene, as measured with the pinched cascaded are operated on xenon. The 
in- and out-phase interferograms are given in (a) and (b). The corresponding 
in- and out-phase spectra are given in ( c) and the resulting cavity losses as a 
function of the frequency of the light is given in (d) . 
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A fundamental problem in the Fourier transfarm phase shift cavity ring 
down detection scheme is formed by the method of determining the phase 
shift introduced on the modulation by the optica! cavity. The phase shift 
is determined by measuring the in-phase and out-phase components of the 
amplitude of the modulation. When the phase shift is constant during the 
integration time of the lock-in amplifier during the experiment, but the 
intensity of the light transmitted by the optica! cavity changes in time (for 
example due to a varying light intensity emission by the cascaded are), this 
results directly in a varying value for the in- and out-phase components of 
the modulation amplitude, but not in a varying value for the phase shift. 
To be truly independent from the intensity of the light, the method Fourier 
transfarm phase shift cavity enhanced absorption is introduced in the next 
section. 

5.3.4 Fourier transform phase shift cavity enhanced absorp
tion 

A modulated variant on the cavity enhanced absorption principle is formed 
by Fourier transfarm phase shift cavity enhanced absorption. The intensity 
of the light is modulated in the same way as in the Fourier transfarm phase 
shift cavity ring down detection scheme and again the Fourier transform 
spectrometer is used to investigate the speetral distribution of the light 
intensity of the light beam. The difference with Fourier transfarm phase 
shift cavity ring down is, that the phase shift on the modulation is measured 
directly, instead of its in- and out-phase components separately, by means 
of the lock-in amplifier. A background and sample measurement have to be 
performed to quantify the absorption. 

For small phase angles, the phase shift is proportional to the out-phase 
component of the modulation intensity. In that case the interferogram based 
on the phase shift over the optica! cavity, directly represents an interfera
gram proportional to the interferogram obtained in a Fourier transfarm 
cavity enhanced absorption measurement. The out-phasecomponent of the 
modulation intensity gives information about the absorption in the cavity 
by dividing the spectrum obtained from a measurement on the absorption 
cell, filled with benzene on the spectrum obtained from a measurement on 
an empty absorption cell. 

Experimental setup 

The experimental setup is the same as in the Fourier transfarm phase shift 
cavity ring down measurements and is sketched in figure 5.8. The intensity 
of the light beam is modulated by the photoelastic modulator at a frequency 
of 100 kHz and the signal is analyzed via the lock-in amplifier. The zero
phase is determined by placing an optica! fibre in the light beam justin front 
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Table 5. 7: Settings of the Fourier transform spectrometer in the Fourier trans
farm phase shift cavity enhanced absorption experiment. 

number of measurements 2 
integration time lock-in 100 ms 

averages per mirror position 2 
relaxation time lock-in 100 ms 
total measuring time 20 min 

resolution 8 cm ·l 

apodization function Blackmann Harris 3-term 

of the first superminor of the optica! cavity and directing this light directly 
to the photomultiplier. The settings of the Fourier transfarm spectrometer 
and the lock-in amplifier are given in table 5.7 

Benzene absorption 

The results are given in figure 5.13. The background and sample interfer
ograms are given in figure 5.13(a) and 5.13(b), where the phase is plotted 
as a function of the position of the moveable mirror in the Michelsou inter
ferometer in the Fourier transfarm spectrometer. The obtained spectra are 
given in figure 5.13( c). The transmission, obtained by dividing the sample 
spectrum on the background spectrum is given in figure 5.13(d). 

As has been described before, the phase shift is proportional to the out
phase component of the modulation intensity, as long as the phase shift is 
small. The deviation from the relation 

sin(cp) = cp (5.39) 

may introduce a small deviation on the interferogram. This effect is ne
glected in this consideration, because the value sin'Tcp) varies only between 
1.047 and 1.035 in figure 5.13(a) and 5.13(b). This deviation will affect the 
interferogram around the centerburst, which contains mainly information 
about the baseline of the interferogram. Further away from the centerburst, 
the variation in the measured phase angle is significantly smaller, resulting 
in a smaller deviation from the pure out-phase interferogram. By measuring 
the background spectrum and the sample spectrum, the effect is definitely 
negligabie in the obtained transmission. 

The detection limit per pass is determined to DL1 = 3.4 x 10-3 , with a 
Q-factor of 189. 

Conclusions 

The method Fourier transfarm phase shift cavity enhanced absorption has 
been applied successfully to an absorption measurement on benzene. The 
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Figure 5.13: Fourier transfarm phase shift cavity enhanced absorption per
formed on benzene, with the pinched cascaded are used as the light source. 
The interferograms obtained from the background and sample measurement 
are given in (a) and (b) , the conesponding spectra in (c). The transmission is 
obtained by dividing the sample spectrum on the background spectrum and is 
given in (d) . 
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detection limit per pass is determined to DL1 = 3.4 x 10-3 , with a Q-factor 
of 189. 

5.4 Recommendations 

The signal strength has turned out to be the limiting factor in improving the 
detection limit in braadband optical absorption measurement by applying 
the cavity ring down detection scheme. Several options to increase the light 
output of the cascaded are are given in chapter 3. 

When minors with a lower reflectivity are used, a larger fraction of the 
light is transmitted by the optical cavity. The Q-factor is lower at the same 
time. Experiments with such a cavity will be performed in the near future. 
Based on those measurements a model can be composed, where the signal 
to noise level in the experimentsis predicted, basedon the reflectivity of the 
superminors and the light intensity of the light source. 

The speetral range of interest is selected by means of optical filters. lt 
would be very useful, especially in real braadband absorption measurements, 
to develop a dynamic wavelength range selector, to replace the optical filters. 
The feasibility of such a dynamic filter based on several Pellin-Broca's can 
be investigated. 

The speetral range over which absorption measurements can be per
formed, is currently limited by the speetral range in which the superminors 
are highly reflecting. Real braadband cavity ring down minors could be 
implemented to perfarm braadband absorption measurements. The devel
opment of this kind of minors is started in the ETP group and can be 
continued. Tiger Opties recently introduced another braadband variant of 
the superminors. The applicability of these minors can be investigated. 

Another option to perfarm absorption measurements over a wider spec
tral range than limited by the current supermirrors, is to use a hybrid form: 
two or three cavities with the same light beam can be implemented perpen
dicular to each other, with the sample placed in the center. 

When the detection limit is further improved, other samples of interest 
can be investigated, to name just a few: powders in plasmas, thin films like 
solar cells and overview spectra of several kinds of plasmas. 

5.5 Summary 

The detection limitsper scan DL1 are considered for the methods: Fourier 
transfarm cavity enhanced absorption (FTCEA), Fourier transfarm phase 
shift cavity ring down (FTPSCRD) and Fourier transfarm phase shift cavity 
enhanced absorption (FTPSCEA). The pinched cascaded are or the near
infrared light souree of the Fourier transfarm spectrometer is used as the 
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Table 5.8: Detection limitsin the various broadband cavity ring down exper
iments 

DL1 
method wavelength Cascaded are NIR 
FTCEA 763 nm 6.5 x 10 -j 1.6 x 10 -:.! 

FTPSCRD 870 nm > 3.410 -j -

763 nm 2.4 x 10-4 -

FTPSCEA 870 nm 3.4 x 10 -j -

light source. The obtained detection limits per scan of the experiments that 
were successful are given in table 5.8. 

The Fourier transfarm cavity enhanced absorption principle was succes
ful, but the detection limit is limited by the line emission of the xenon in the 
pinched cascaded are. Braadband cavity enhanced absorption measurements 
are promising in speetral ranges where the line emission is not significant. 
Another option is to direct a larger current through the are channel, result
ing in a relatively lower line emission compared to the continuurn emission. 

The Fourier transfarm phase shift cavity ring down principle, applied 
to molecular oxygen was succesful, mainly because the emission of a single 
xenon line is selected by optica! filters, resulting in a higher light intensity 
per frequency unit. When this method is applied in real braadband absorp
tion measurements (absorption due to benzene), the disturbing effects of 
varying line emission strengtbs gets more severe than in the Fourier trans
farm cavity enhanced absorption principle. This is due to the fact that in 
the case of Fourier transfarm phase shift cavity ring down, the interfera
gram is measured in one pass, so when the speetral composition of the light 
changes on a relatively long time scale, this will disturb the measured in
and out-phase interferograms in an unpredictable way. In Fourier trans
farm cavity enhanced absorption measurements, a spectrum is obtained in 
a shorter measuring time, and the obtained spectra can be averaged after
wards, giving more reliable results. 

The Fourier transfarm phase shift cavity enhanced absorption principle 
was also succesful. The fact that the phase shift over the optical cavity is 
measured directly, instead of indirectly as in the Fourier transfarm phase 
shift cavity ring down method, resulted in a light souree intensity indepen
dent measurement. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

The feasibility of various broadband cavity ring down absorption methods 
has been investigated. The results presented in this report showed an am
plification of the absorption of two orders of magnitude, compared to single 
pass absorption measurements. It turned out, that the light intensity of the 
used light souree is an important limiting factor to improve the detection 
limitsof the experiment. Therefore the cascadedareis used as a very bright, 
stabie light souree that emits light from the UV to the far infrared. The are 
channel is pinched, improving the quality of the emitted light, resulting in 
less losses in the optical system, compared to the conventional cascaded are. 

The pinched cascaded are is used in combination with a Fourier trans
ferm spectrometer. The maximum resolution obtainable, without applying 
diaphragms to reduce the etendue of the light beam artificially, is 0.16 cm - 1 

around 13100 cm- 1. 

The method accurate approximate modelZing has been used to make a 
design tool to investigate the infl.uence of are channel modifications on the 
quality of the emitted light by the cascaded are. This design tool is not 
complete yet, but can already predict the emission profile of the current 
pinched cascaded are accurately. 

The pinched cascaded are is implemented in several broadband cavity 
ring down absorption principles. The detection limits per scan (DL 1) of 
the different experiments are given in table 6.1. These methods are Fourier 
transfarm cavity enhanced absorption (FTCEA), Fourier transfarm phase 
shift cavity ring down (FTPSCRD) and Fourier transfarm phase shift cav
ity enhanced absorption (FTPSCEA). Apart from the detection limit, the 
central wavelength À at which the experiment has been performed, the re
sulting amplification of the measured maximum absorption Q, compared to 
single-pass measurements and the total measuring time T8 arealso given in 
table 6.1. 

As was expected, the signal to noise ratio of the measured signal behind 
the optical cavity is significantly lower than in the single-pass measurements. 
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Table 6.1: Detection limits in the various experiments. 
method À (nm) pinched cascaded are NIR 

DL1 Q Ts (s) DL1 Q Ts (s) 
single-pass 763 6.1x1o·:.! - 10 - - -

870 4.5 x w- 1 - 0.9 4.5 x w-3 - 0.9 
1129 1.1 x w- 1 - 0.9 4.5 x w- 2 - 0.9 

FTCEA 870 6.5 x 10 ·J 247 4.2 1.6 x 10 ·:.:! 69 2.3 
FTPSCRD 763 4.0 x 10 -4 - 1980 - - -

870 > 3.4 x w-3 431 111 - - -

FTPSCEA 870 3.4 x 10 ·J 189 300 - - -

In all the braadband cavity ring down absorption measurements described 
in this report, this effect is so strong, that the cavity ring-down measure
ments are currently not more sensitive than single-pass measurements. It 
is expected, that by increasing the light intensity of the light source, or by 
using mirrors with a lower reflectivity, the braadband cavity ring down de
tection scheme will be suited to measure overview spectra with intermediate 
resolution and increased sensitivity. 
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Appendix A 

Spectroscopie notation 

To address the state of a molecule, the spectroscopie notation is used. For 
example, the (spin forbidden) transition band of molecular oxygen, which 
is used as a sample in the experiments described in this report, is denoted 
as: b1 L:;(v' = 0) r- X 3 'L:;(v" = 0). By absorbinga photon, the molecule 
is excited from the ground state to the b-state, and the refl.ection parity is 
changed. The notation is briefl.y discussed below; as an example the higher 
lying state of the mentioned oxygen transition (b1 L:;(v' = 0)) is used. 
More information can be found in [26]. 

1. The ground state of the molecule is designated as X. Excited states 
of the same multiplicity (see point 2) are designated with the capita! 
letters A, B, C, etc. in order of increasing energy. States with a 
different multiplicity are designated with lower-case letters: a, b, c, 
etc. In the example the letter b is used. 

2. The multiplicity is stated in superscript, and is the value 2S+ 1. With 
S the total spin, in this case S=O. 

3. The component of the total orbital angular momenturn (L) about the 
internuclear axis is expressed as A and has a magnitude of Ali, with 
A= ±lAl, where n = 2~ and h the Planck constant. The value of lAl 
is denoted by the symbols: ~. II, ~ .... for IAI=O, 1, 2, .. . The value of 
A ranges from -1, -1+1, ... , 1, with L = ILI. In the example A= 0, 
so the symbol ~ is used. 

4. The parity of an orbital is even (g, coming from the German word: 'ger
ade') if its wavefunction is unchanged under inversion in the center of 
symmetry of the molecule, but odd (u, 'ungerade') if the wavefunction 
changes sign. In the example: g. 

5. Refl.ection parity. A ± superscript denotes the behavior of the wave
Eunetion under refl.ection in a plane containing the nuclei. In the ex
ample: +. 
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6. Rotationally and vibrationally excited states are described by the 
quanturn numbers J and v. In the example the vibrational state is 
given: v' = 0. The single accent denotes the higher state of the 
molecule, a double accent denotes the lower state of the molecule. 

With these characteristics of the molecule, various selection rules for 
allowed dipole transitions in diatomic molecules can be described (see also 
page 241 of [26]) : 

1. spin: the total spin S remains constant: !1S = 0. 

2. orbital angular momentum: !1A = 0, ±1, but for A 
E+, E- +-+ E- , E+ - E-, 

3. parity: even electronic states combine only with odd: g +-+ u, g - g, 
u- u, 

4. refiection parity: positive terms combine only with negative, and vice 
versa: + +-+ -, + - +, - - -, 

5. rotationallevels: !1J = 0, ±1, with the restrietion J=O ....,<+ J=O. 

6. vibrationallevels: !1v = ±1 
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Appendix B 

Are • • 
emiSSIOll simulation 

program 

The souree code of the cascaded are light emission profile simulation program 
is given below. It is written in the programming language Pascal. 

program ArcProfileSimulator; 

uses Graph, CRT; 

type 
ArcProfileList = array[O .. BO] of real; 

const 

var 

Conventional = 1; 
Pinched 2; 

dRho, dPhi, dZeta, dDetPos, 
10, ArcLength, ZetaStart, ZetaEnd, DetMaxPos, 
Rs, Rpmin, Rpmax, 
DetAxisPos, WindowPos, Rw: 

index, DetMaxSteps: 

ArcProfile: 
Driver, Mode, ErrCode: 
DataFile: 

real; 

integer; 

ArcProfileList; 
integer; 
Text; 

function Sourcelntensity(Rmax, Rho, Zeta, Phi: real): real; 
{returns a value for the souree intensity (W/m-3) as a function 

of the position in the are channel, defined by rho, zeta and phi} 
var 

eta, RhoN, Ne: real; 

begin 
eta:=2.0; 
RhoN:•Rho/Rmax; {Normalized parameter} 

{Ne-profile obtained from Approximate Modelling, 
the light emission strength is proportional to the 
electron density squared} 

Ne:•14+0.28*RhoN-23 . 99*sqr(RhoN)+19.85*RhoN*sqr(RhoN)-
50.72*sqr(sqr(RhoN))+59.32*sqr(sqr(RhoN))*RhoN-
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18.52•sqr(sqr(RhoN))•sqr(RhoN); 

Sourceintensity: •IOisqr(Rmax)•exp(eta•1n(Ne)) ; 
end ; 

procedure CheckSourceintensity(Rmax, ArcLength, dZeta, dRho , dPhi : rea1) ; 
var 

1 , m, n : 
CSIFile: 

real ; 
text; 

begin 
1 -ArcLength I 2 . 0; {zet a} 

{rho} 
{ph i} 

m :s 0; 
n :• 0 ; 
assign(CSifi1e, 'csi.dat'); 
rewrite(CSifi1e); 

whi1e 1 < -ArcLength I 2.0 + dZeta do 
begin 

m :- 0 ; 
whi1e m < Rmax do 
begin 

end; 

n :• 0 ; 
whi1e n < dPhi do 
begin 

end; 

write1n(CSIFi1e , 1, m, n, Sourceintensity(Rmax, m, 1, n)); 
n := n + dPhi ; 

m ·= m + d.Rho; 

1 :• 1 + dZeta; 
end; 
c1ose(CSIFile); 

end; 

function Ray(Z,DetPos ,DetAxisPos,Rho,Phi , Zeta : rea1) : rea1 ; 
begin 

Ray:=DetPos - (DetPos-Rho•sin(Phi))I(DetAxisPos-Zeta)•DetAxisPos+ 
(DetPos-Rho•sin(Phi))I(DetAxisPos-Zeta)•Z 

end; 

function Channe1(Z,Rpmin,Rpmax,ArcLength :rea1) : rea1; 
begin 

Channe1 :=Rpmin+(Rpmax-Rpmin)lsqr(ArcLengthl2)•sqr(Z); 
end ; 

function InChanne1(Rpmin, Rpmax, ArcLength, DetAxisPos , DetPos, 
Zeta, Rho , Phi : rea1) : Boo1ean; 

var 
dZ, Z: 
Flag: 

real; 
Boo1ean ; 

begin 
dZ :=l.O; 
Z:=Zeta ; 
InChanne1 :•True ; 
F1ag :=True; 

whi1e (Z < ArcLengthl2) and (F1ag) do 
begin 

if Channe1(Z ,Rpmin , Rpmax,ArcLength)-Ray(Z,DetPos,DetAxisPos,Rho,Phi,Zeta) < 0 then 
begin 



InChannel:=False; 
Flag:=False; 

end; 
Z:=Z+dZ; 
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end; 
end; 

function RayPossible(Shape : integer; Rs, Rpmin, Rpmax, ArcLength, 
WindovPos, Rv, DetAxisPos, DetPos, Zeta, Rho, Phi: real): Boolean; 

begin 
RayPossible:=False; 
case Shape of 
Conventional: 

end; 

begin 

end; 
Pinched: 

begin 

end; 
end; 

{check vith end of are channel} 
if abs(DetPos - (DetPos- Rho•sin(Phi))/(DetAxisPos-Zeta)•DetAxisPos+ 

(DetPos-Rho*sin(Phi))/(DetAxisPos-Zeta)•ArcLength/2 . 0) < Rs then 
begin 

{check vith vindov} 
if abs(DetPos - (DetPos-Rho•sin(Phi))/(DetAxisPos-Zeta)•DetAxisPos+ 

(DetPos-Rho•sin(Phi))/(DetAxisPos-Zeta)•WindovPos) < Rv then 
RayPossible:•True; 

end; 

if InChannel(Rpmin, Rpmax, ArcLength, DetAxisPos, DetPos, Zeta, Rho, Phi) then 
begin 

end; 

{check vith vindov} 
if abs(DetPos - (DetPos-Rho*sin(Phi))/(DetAxisPos-Zeta)•DetAxisPos+ 

(DetPos-Rho•sin(Phi))/(DetAxisPos-Zeta)*WindovPos) < Rv then 
begin 

end; 

{extra stop for center plate!} 
if Zeta > 3 then 

RayPossible:•True 
el se 
begin 

if DatPos - (DetPos-Rho*sin(Phi))/(DetAxisPos-Zeta)*DetAxisPos+ 
(DetPos-Rho*sin(Phi))/(DetAxisPos-Zeta)•3 < 0.5 then 

RayPossible :=True; 
end; 

function MaxRadius(Shape: integer; Rs, Rpmin, Rpmax, 
ArcLength, Zeta: real) : real; 

begin 

end; 

case Shape of 
Conventional: 

begin 
MaxRadius:•Rs; 

end; 
Pinched: 

begin 
MaxRadius :•Rpmin+((Rpmax-Rpmin)/sqr(ArcLength/2.0))•sqr(Zeta); 

end; 
end; 
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procedure ConstructProfile(Shape: integer; ZetaStart, ZetaEnd, DetMaxPos, 
Rs, Rpmin, Rpmax, ArcLength, DetAxisPos, WindowPos, 
Rw, 10, dRho, dPhi, dZeta, dDetPos: real); 

var 
Zeta, Rho, Phi, RhoMax, DetPos, ld : 
index: 

real; 
integer; 

begin 
DetPos:•O.O; 
ld:•O; 
index:=O; 

end; 

while DetPos < DetMaxPos do 
begin 

end; 

gotoxy(1,4); 
writeln('Detector position • ':20, DetPos:5, ' I ' DetMaxPos:5); 
Zeta:=ZetaStart; 
while Zeta < ZetaEnd do 
begin 

end; 

Rho:•O . O; 
RhoMax:•MaxRadius(Shape, Rs, Rpmin, Rpmax, ArcLength, Zeta); 
while Rho < RhoMax do 
begin 

Phi:•O . O; 
while Phi < 2 * Pi do 
begin 

end; 

if RayPossible(Shape, Rs, Rpmin, Rpmax, ArcLength, 
WindowPos, Rw, DetAxisPos, DetPos, 
Zeta, Rho, Phi) then 

begin 
Id:•ld+Sourcelntensity(RhoMax, Rho, Zeta, Phi)* 

Rho•le-3•dRho•le-3•dPhi•dZeta•le-3 I 
(sqr((DetPos-Rho•sin(Phi))•le-3)+ 
sqr((DetAxisPos-Zeta)•le-3)+sqr(Rho•cos(Phi)•le-3)); 

end; 
Phi:•Phi+dPhi; 

Rho: •Rho+dRho; 
end; 
Zeta:•Zeta+dZeta; 
gotoxy(1,5); 
writeln('Zeta • ':20, (Zeta+ArcLengthl2):5, ' I ' (ArcLength) :5); 

{convert to radiance} 
ArcProfile[Index]:=Id * sqr(sqr(DetAxisPos•le-3)+sqr(DetPos•le-3))1 

(Pi•sqr(MaxRadius(Shape, Rs, Rpmin, Rpmax, ArcLength, O)•le-3) 
•sqr(DetAxisPos•le-3)); 

ld:=O.O; 
Index:•lndex+l; 
DetPos:•DetPos+dDetPos; 

begin 
clrscr; 
ArcLength:•42.0; 
ZetaStart:•-ArcLengthl2.0; 
ZetaEnd:•ArcLengthl2.0; 
DetMaxPos:•SO.O; 
DetMaxSteps:•40; 

{In mm} 

{Defines Zeta-range} 

{defines Detector range} 

{take the effective radius to be: 0.95•R} 



Rs:•0.95*1.0; 
Rpmin:=0 . 95*0.5; 
Rpmax:•0.95*1.2; 

DetAxisPos:•800 . 0; 
WindowPos:•116.0; 
Rw:•8.0; 

I0:=4.4e11; 
dRho:=Rs/15; 
dPhi:=Pi/16; 
dZeta:=1 . 0; 
dDetPos:=DetMaxPos I DetMaxSteps; 

{Radius straight are channel} 
{Pinched are channel radius limits} 

{Position of detector axis} 
{Position of window} 
{Radius of window} 

{Normalization} 
{Stepsize} 
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{ CheckSourcelntensity(Rs, ArcLength, dZeta, dRho, dPhi);} 

end. 

for index:•O to DetMaxSteps do 
ArcProfile[index]:•O.O; 

writeln('Constructing emission profile of conventional are.'); 

ConstructProfile(Conventional, ZetaStart, ZetaEnd, DetMaxPos, Rs, Rpmin, 
Rpmax, ArcLength, DetAxisPos, WindowPos, Rw, IO, 
dRho, dPhi, dZeta, dDetPos); 

assign(Datafile, 'finconv.dat'); 
rewrite(Datafile); 
for index:=O to DetMaxSteps do 
begin 

end; 

writeln(index:4, ' ', ArcProfile[index]:7); 
writeln(Datafile, index*dDetPos, 

arctan(index*dDetPos/DetAxisPos)/pi*180, ArcProfile[index]:10); 

close(Datafile); 

for index:•O to DetMaxSteps do 
ArcProfile[index]:=O.O; 

clrscr; 
writeln('Constructing emission profile of pinched are.'); 
ConstructProfile(Pinched, ZetaStart, ZetaEnd, DetMaxPos, Rs, Rpmin, 

Rpmax, ArcLength, DetAxisPos, WindowPos, Rw, IO, 
dRho, dPhi, dZeta, dDetPos); 

assign(Datafile, 'finpba.dat'); 
rewrite(Datafile); 

for index:•O to DetMaxSteps do 
begin 

writeln(index:4, ' ', ArcProfile[index]:7); 
writeln(Datafile, index*dDetPos, 

arctan(index*dDetPos/DetAxisPos)/pi*180, ArcProfile[index]:10); 
end; 
close(Datafile); 
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Appendix C 

Phase Shift introduced by an 
optical cavity 

As has already been given in equation 5.17, the light intensity leaking out 
of an optical cavity can be expressed as a convolution of an exponentially 
decaying signal with the sinusoidally modulated light which is sent into the 
optical cavity: 

Iout(v, t) = Ttv) j_too Io(v) (1 + (J(v) sin(r!t')) exp (- ~(v~') dt', (C.1) 

where Iout(v, t) is the signalleaking out of the optical cavity, T(v) the 1/e 
time of the exponential decay of the response on an intensity pulse sent into 
the optical cavity, which varies with the wavenumber v, Io the amplitude of 
the modulation and (J the modulation depth and n the modulation angular 
frequency. The first term in equation C.1 gives: 

Ttv) j_too Io(v) exp (- ~(v~') dt' = I0 (v). 

The second term in equation C.1 gives: 

Io(v)(J(v) jt . (r.t') (- t- t') dt' = 
( ) sm ~' exp ( ) 

T V _
00 

T V 

[
IofJ(v) jt . . ( t- t') ] 

R T(v) -oo -~exp(~nt')exp - T(v) dt' = 

10 [-ilofJ(v) (--t ) jt (ir!T(v) + 1 ') d '] = 
::n () exp () exp () t t TV TV _

00 
TV 

R [-ilo~v)(J(v) exp(int)] = 
1 + ~nT(v) 

(C.2) 

(C.3) 

(C.4) 

(C.5) 

(C.6) 
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~ [ 1 :~2~L)2 (1- iÇh(v)) x -iexp(int)] = (C.7) 

l of3(v) sin(nt + cp(v)), 
J1 + !12T(v)2 (C.8) 

with 

tan(<p(v)) = -nT(v). (C.9) 

Combining equation C.2 with C.8 gives: 

Iout(v, t) = Io(v) [1 + (J(v) sin(nt + cp(v))]. (C.10) J1 + !12T(v)2 


